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ETERNALLY OPPOSED ESPERANTISTS
FOR:
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Incorporation Papers Filed in Conference With Secretary Will Protest Against Depart-o- f Acute Rheumatism, Cleaning Democratic State Convention Universal
Language Enthu- Office of Territorial
the Interior Without
mental Embargo on Waters
Silverware and Dropping
at Indianapolis Develops
siasts Here Elect Judge
Result
Secretary
of Rio Grande
Into Eyes
Int3 Riot
Laughlin President
i

!

J.

FRANK

C01S

IS CASHIER

Counties of Territory Have
ances of More Than a

ANXIOUS

Bal-

ABQUT

STATEHOOD

ALBUQUERQUE

MASS MEETING BROUGHT OUT

IN

HYDE TRIAL TEN CANDIDATES FOR SENATOR

LEARN GRAMMAR IN AN HOUR

Ballinger and Dennett Will Go Commercial Clubs of New Mex- - Defense Shows That Dangerous J. W. Kern Led on First Ballot Is Boast
of Dr. Zamenhof, Its
on the Stand This
ico and Colorado Asked to
With three Hundred and
Drug May Be Put to
Santa Feans
InventorManv
Week.
Send Delegates.
Various Uses.
Three Votes.
Join Societv.
!

Million Dollars.
Governor Mills today appointed

Al-

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, April 2S. Hon. H. B.
Holt of Las Cruces, and Attorney Bur- ges of El Paso, Texas, explained in
aeiau 10 secretary or me interior K.
A. Ballinger, the necessity of tire En- gle irrigation project. No definite
-"- -"
auUlllc.
euuie.ieiice win oe neia. several jjeru- ocratic Senators are pressing for an
early vote on the railroad bill that the
statehood bill may be taken up.
Bill By Cameron.
Delegate Cameron has introduced
a bill in the house to enable the board
of supervisors of the county of Mo
have, Ariz., to issue the bonds of that
county in the sum of $ GO.OOO to con- si.ruci ana iiirnisn a court bouse and
to grade and improve the court house
grounds.
Postmasters Appointed.
Postmaster appointed
in
New
Mexico and Arizona:
Theodore H. Zintgraff at Los Tan-- ;
os, N. M.

Albuquerque, X. M., April 28. At a j Kansas
2$. Hugo
Indianapolis, April 2S. The DemoCity,
April
If, as you tarry in a drug store, to
meeting of the Albuquerque Commer Broecklein was recalled to the stand cratic convention
was one of the eat your ice cream and you hear thi
cial Club last night it was decided to t his morning when the Hyde murder stormiest ever held in Indiana. The
don't lei it take your
George M. Williams of Roswell,
nod a joint rnass meeting in this city trial was begun, and he was question-- vote was taken after the leaders of conversation,
breath away:
Chaves county, was also appointed a
on May 11 in which all cities of.'ed bv Attorney Walsh fnr iIip ilpfVmse the nartv on hntli kMp
iionn
notary public.
northern New Mexico will be invited I Rroecklein's testimony yesterday was heard. John E. Lamb, one of the ran. "Bonan tagon, sinjoro."
"Kiel vi sanas?
to participate to protest against the considered very damaging to Dr. ;didates for the United States Senate
Incorporations.
"Tre bone sinjoro, mi dankas vin.
department order forbidding the con Hyde, "isn't cyanide of potassium! made an argument in favor of Gover-uset- l "Mi gojas, vin vidi en bone sane."
Incorporation papers were filed tonor
Marshall's
of
in
one
struction of the new irrigation works
When he
internally
proposition.
quantities
day in the office of Territorial SecreNo, they are not conspirators, deon the Rio Grande and its tributaries grain for cases of acute rheumatism, declared "I am eternally opposed to
tary Nathan Jaffa by the Ilaigh Swivwhat part of your anatomy is
scribing
in
also
!
a
of
riot
Taggartism,"
seemed
north of the proposed Elephant Butte
silverware, drop-imminent,
cleaning
el Car Axle Company of Albuquerque,
best
suited
for plunging in a stiletto
t.
ping into the eye. etc?" asked Mr. 0ne hundred and eighty-thre- e
dam.
X. M. The New Mexico ri?ent is John
and
"dankas" does not mean
word
the
from
"It
Broecklein.
$100,-00is,"
This
T. White. The capitalize ion is
replied
movement is not in opposition
Indianapolis and Marion
donkey or burro, called "the saint of
to the building of the Elephant Buttes Mr. Walsh attempted to show that cy- - county, among whom sat Thomas
divided into 100,000
lares. The
is put to many more common Sart arose in their places with hoots the desert." These conversationalists
dam but the absurd departmental orincorporators and directors are:
der which prohibits the building of uses. Mr. Broecklein said that he had !ana hisses at the delegates from Terre are anything but blood thirsty, they
George Haigh 664 shares Dr. Ernest
dams and reservoirs on the Santa Fe, sold the poison so few times that he Haute and Vigo county; Lamb's home are promoters of the world language
R. King 673 shares; John T. White
063 shares.
the Taos, the Chama, the uppeiftio couM only refer the attorney to what wn retorted with cheers. Other dele-th- e that has been invented to promote
books said.
gations took sides and crowded into peace and good will among ail men.
Grande and other streams becjwrso forThe Wagon Mound Trust and Savthe aisles. Amid the utmost confusion They are, in other words, "Esperan-tists- "
Contained
water
Capsule
their
Cyanide.
sooth,
maxytfe
needed
filed
bank
ings
today
incorporation
Kansas City, April 2S. Thomas H. the result of the vote was announced.
and the tongue they spoke was
eigflu years from date,efill the reserpapers. The capitalization is ?30,000
voir at Elephant Buttes, although it Swope, Jr., then told of the finding of Ten candidates were presented to the "Esperanto" the grammar of which
divided into 300 shares. The incorhas been well established that those capsules which Dr. Hyde had thrown Convention. When the nnminatlnn fnr. Dr. Zamenhof. the Polish Invnntnr h.i
porators and directors are: J. Frank
waters never reach the Elephant away in the street and of .recognizing Senator was asked for, on the first declared can be learned in an hour,
Curns 90 shares; Epimenio Martinez
Buttes and that the Rio Grande often me odor they emitted as cyanide of ballot John W. Kern led with 303 This is what they said:
100 shares; W. M. Wiegand 85 shares;
votes, Taggart second with 22S. Nec-- '
"Good day, sir.
is dry below Albuquerque when there potassium.
Simon vorenberg 25 sihares. The
j
"On December IS, while walking essary to choice 871.
B. Garrett at Turner, N. M.
is
Fannie
an
"How do you do?
on
flow
abundant
the
Rio
are
at
upper
headquarters
Wagon Mound,
down Pleasant street in Indenend- Grande and its tributaries.
Defeat for Tom.
Mary L. Schnebly at Sedona, Ariz.
Mora county, and the cashier, J. Frank
"Very well, sir, thank you.
ence," Swope said, "I saw Dr. Hvdel Indianapolis, April 28. By a vote of
Enos B. Atkinson at Valentine Ari- I rejoice
to see you in good
Curns, is designated as the New Mexme. A block from me ho j 888
zona.
approaching
to 883
MOTHER'S
LOVE
OF
the Indiana Demo- - health."
ico agent.
er
Uon today adopted
61
FINERY LEADS TO CRIME.
Ballinger and Dennet to Go on Stand.
a
if they are novices in the lingo one
Attorneys General Picture Gallery.
pe loff the sidewalk
Washington. April 28. The
dropped some- - proposition made by Governor Mar- - of them then savs "Cu vi mi
kom-thinThe lettering of the framed por'
on
and
it. When (he shall, that the convention should en- ,..
.
,
.
stepped
.
investigation committee She Uttered Three Forged Checks to
traits of the attorneys general of the
denied by a vote of six to three
passed on, I found a broken capsule
today
Her
United
Buy
Handsome
Daughter
in
out
office
of
the
of Attorney
Territory,
thf.
politeness the other will of
in the snow. I picked it tin. Going
mc
request of Attorney Brandes for
Clothes and a Teddy Bear.
liiis was n. nPTPnr tvr course respond. "Jo", sinjoro, mi vin
General Frank W. Clancy, has been the
the original of all the letters from the
home, I noticed the peculiar smell Torn Taggart.
Fort
neatly, done by Albert Clancy, stenogkomprenas!" (Yes sir, I understand
April 28 Love about my hands. It was like burned
Kern Nominated.
attorney general to the President bear- - f ft ri nv.rCollins, Colo.,
,"U I l,
t
l
rapher in the office. The lettering ing
cu
uer
you.)
lu
"u
almonds.
duo,n
on the former's summary removaL
Later I recalled. I had
V
Anril 28 Tnhn w
Indianapolis.
gives name and date of service. The of Glavis on
year ol(I dauShter' according to smelled that odor before. It was cya- - Kern was nominated nn iha
How Society Was Formed.
Sentem-ithre- e
of
date
charges
of
all the attorneys general, oer
pictures
the police, caused Mrs. J. B. Michaug, nide of potassium." Mr.
Under the name of the "Zamenhof
mllot.
1909.
workSwope
li,
except those of the present incumbent
ed in a mine at Tonapah,
Esperanto Society of Santa Fe" an asNevada, and
Frank W. Clancy and W. C. Reid have aecertary Ballinger and Land Com- - forged checkS) two of whIch she guc. said he had
used
sociation was organized yesterday. As
testing'
cyanide
JIM
gold
JEFFRIES HAS
now been placed. The list includes: missioner Dennett probably will ap ceeded in
and was familiar with its odor. Chemcashing.
its name indicates, the association's
BAD
Merrill Ashurst, R. H. Tompkins, pear before the investigating commitBOIL
LANCED.
She began operations at Rohling's ists later verified (his belief that the
is the study and spreading of
object
tee
s
this week or next. Attorney Ver-treeHugh N. Smith, , Charles P. Cleaver,
where the police say, capsule contained cyanide.
dry
s. a. iKikins, T. B. Catron, T. F. Con
This
said today that he thought prob- she goods store,
News
is
of Sufficient ,mportance
Dr. Hyde Must Go to Jail.
bought a Teddy bear, a hat for
.noirciouiu, juveuLcu uy me iamous
way, William Breeden, H. L. Waldo, ably one or both will begin their tes- $2.50
Be Tele9raphed Around
--April' 28. Dr." O B:
Kansas
- J?.,
a
satin
and
for
dress
City,
her
j Polish
baby
E. L. Bartlett, J. P. Victory, A. B. timony this week.
linguist, Dr. h. L. Zamenhof.
ine world.
Hyde's bond of $100,000 was revoked
and
I
The officers of this new society are'
Fall, George W. Prichard, James M.
The Republican majority by this .$19, presented in payment a check for and the
physician was .placed in the '
receiving the change in cash. At nmtryi .'nil
N. B. Laughlin, persident; Dr.
vote defeated the attempt of the
Hervey.
Ben Lomond, Cal., Anril 28. Jim 'Judge
ii
.
. ..
.,
she bought candy and """.. jciu uy ine
Patterson's
of
order
J-t AJudge
"
to
No Further National Guard
and the
ssie,
prove that the attor- medicines,
Latshaw at the close of the criminal Jeffries, whn h,
Equipment "prosecution"
a
uuii oil rnp t
it-itr- a
check
$10
in
paypassing
ucas' secretary and treas- The Territory is out of equipment ney general had been guilty of mis- ment.
of his neck, wmm,
;",:.lveAt the Edmond dry goods c vurt session last night. This action back
e
Its
for the National Guard at present and representation in antedating the summembership
already
means that Dr.
the nffpr,w .DTaces
must remain in as big as a turnip, had
.
of the best known citi
therefore the organization and muster- mary of the Glavis charges prepared store, after she offered a check for prison until he Hyde
lanrorl
lncf
is declared innocent
iiigi,,, ana me nig fellow, zens of Santa Fe.
$15, a
was summoned and
ing in of the proposed militia company for the President and in evidence be- she waspoliceman
Speaking of the
by a jury or is permitted by the court who has been peevish as a boy under
arrested.
formation of an association for the
at Fort Sumner wi!l have to await the fore the committee.
his enforced let-uto furnish a new bond.
of
will
The
training,
woman is in the county jail.
action of Uncle Sam who furnishes
George Otis Smith, director of the
The action of the court was due to soon be able to resume his work. This study of Esperanto, an enthusiast said
the equipment to the Territory.
Geological Survey, was under exami- Her husband declares he believes his the nature of the
evidence presented morning he walked and ran ten miles today:
nation most of today's sessions. He wife to be temporarily deranged. He by the state
"Esperanto, on account of the exEducational Meeting at Cerrillos.
against Dr. Hyde. With- then went into the gymnasium where
e wunvea witn the medicine ball
traordinary
out notifying anyone of his intention,
Assistant Superintendent of Public was questioned at great length re- says he has been making a good
simplicity of its construe- and
Instruction Acasio Gallegos today ac- garding the conservation of water
Judge Latshaw summoned County pulley weights until the perspiration ition and the skilful choice of its vo- s
Marshal Joel B. Mayes into the court oieamea irom lum. But Jeffries is taDUiary nas proved itself an
cepted an invitation of the citizens of power sites.
University President Resigns.
to begin boxing with Joe cious
means
for
Cenrillos, southern Santa Fe county,
communication
room, after the jury had been removWashington, April 28. Charles W.
to address them in English and SpanChoynski, who yesterday sparred sev- - amonS those whose native tongues are
ed and said:
ish on Friday evening of this week on Needham, president of George Wash"In view of the testimony that has eral fast rounds with Billy Papke. The tlle most d'verse, and the series of five
ington university, resigned. An ineducational matters.
been thus far given in the trial the latter is training for the fight with,annual congresses which have thus
vestigation of the financial affairs of
court is constrained to say that it Joe Thomas, and Jeffries growled with far been held n European capitals has
Splendid Financial Showing.
the university is said to have been reamounts to a presumption that, under disgust and envy as he watched marked a steady and rapid rise in
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-for- sponsible.
the law, deprives the defendant of
and Papke slam into each jularity. The list of societies affiliated
today completed the statistics of General Miles Thrown From Horse.
hertlu-- right to
bond
give
and
he
is
jwith the Universal Esperanto Associa- county finances for the' month, ending
Washington, April 28. General Nel-- ! Frenchman Secures
50.000
Yes, Why Are People Interested? ition, with headquarters at Geneva,
to
remanded
hereby
the
A
of
TVTilzacj
the
snn
custody
'
March' 31, and the report shows that
v..,. .num a inorse
was wiiuwu
j i. iixivo t.,
San Francisco, Calif., April 28.
lr.ai'shal."
Switzerland, shows an increase in the
for Race From London
the twenty-si- x
counties had balances ne was riding in Potomac park. One
Jack Johnson said last night that he Past year of nearly fifty per cent. The
on hand
aggregating $1,128,294.34. The rib was broken, he received a slight
to Manchester
will begin training for the
THIRTEEN YEAR OLD GIRL
fight with sixth annual Congress is to meet next
following were the balances by coun- scalp wound and was bruised some
Jeffries the middle of next week. The 'August in
COMMITS
SUICIDE.
Washington, D. C, and the
what on his shoulder and side. It is
ties:
negro champion
Fe
Santa
declared,'
will be
however,
society
not
that
he
Chaves
.suffered internal HE
thought
$156,228.13
MADE
MILE A
that he will take things easy until j "The study of Esperantorepresented,
Alton, 111., April 28. Thirteen-year-ol- d
is so easy,
injuries.
Bernalillo .
115,811.16
Nina Anthis committed suicide in about May 15. Johnson is
'that teachers are not required but d
' The House Wants to Know.
apparently
Valencia
school in tie presence of her teacher
82,113.38
over the many queries relative
jvate reading along the lines which the
Washington, April 28. The house Aviator Was
and thirty schoolmates, by
65,342.70
to his training plans. "Why are the
Benumbed
With
drinking
society will suggest is capable of
today
adopted
the
Lincom
resolu
unanimously
carbolic acid.
63,580.:82 tion
so concerned about the time Inducing a fair degree of
Cold and Thoroughly Exoffered by Mr. Sladen of Texas,
proficiency
urant
She left a note on her desk in which am going to commerce
C3.499.9C
"
calling on the secretary of war for intraining?" he with a minimum expenditure of time,
hausted by Trip.
she said her heart was broken be- demanded. "I
Eddy .
.
.
52,334.80 formation
have more to lose than ;thus removing the objection commonly
Dona Ana
concerning the sale or leascause her foster mother scolded her. the people who are
52,029.84 ing of land in the
J
Cn
watching me and urged, that a busy person cannot find
Philippines.
She asked that she be buried with a I will
" "S"ei
47,829.91
Manchester, England, April 28.
begin work when I am ready. I :time for its pursuit. In fact the
ocorro
favorite
doll and a band ring she
The first aerial derby for the prize of43,924.15 ROOSEVELT FAMILY GIVEN
have been out of condition for ;niand upon both time and money is of
Rio Arriba
fered by Englishmen has been won wore.
42,250.90
of my California fights, have I? the slightest, while the capabilities of
fny
ENTHUSIASTIC SEND-OFF- .
She remained in the room
yuay
by a Frenchman and handsomely.
42,163.60
during Well, rest reassured, I am not going the language for interesting and use-tColfax
3'.,340.25 Paris, April 28. Mr. Roosevelt's vis- Louis Paualhan, who started from the recess but took her place in the
line with the class for roll call. As sonbe out of shape for this one." John- - jful application increase day by day as
Torrance
28,183.34 it to Paris during which he was show- London late yesterday afternoon in
emphatically denied the reports its spread becomes wider. All who are
her name was reached she
Curry
the attempt to win the prize of $50,-00- 0 from
27,898.47 ered with honors, terminated
stepped that he is out of condition or has been interested or curious in
today
the
line
regard to the
and without a word
offered by Lord Northcliffe for the
24,208.32 when he was accompanied by Mrs.
dissipating.
, ontt
of Esperanto are invited to cone
study
drained a
bottle
of
the
pois
23,140.48 Roosevelt, Etihel and Kermit. He took flight from London to Manchester in on.
sult the secretary, who will give inShe died hpfnro a h
twenty-fou- r
22,039.75 the morning train for Brussels.
WILL OF J. J. HAGERMAN
hours with hut two stops, her.
The
formation concerning membership, litTaos
21,291.82 family was given an enthusiastic send- - arrived at 5:30 this morning, almost
FILED FOR PROBATE IN COLO. erature and so forth."
Santa Fe
20.824 7!? oir at the railway station
exactly twelve hours after starting. COAL OPERATORS
Colorado Springs, Colo., April 28.
What Zamenhof Says.
MEET TO
McKinley .
Paulhan was benumbed witlh cold and
No estimate of the value of
19,074.12
Loudly Cheered at Brussels.
Doctor
esZamenhof has this to say of
the
FORMULATE
PROPOSITION. tate is
Guadalupe
Brussels, April 28. The Roosevelts thoroughly exhanusted when he land- 18,080.45
made in the will of J. J. Hager-ma- his "home made language":
Roosevelt
18,076.26 arrived here from Paris at noon today ed, but the big crowd which had
which was filed for probate in
"I need not here point out the conKansas City, April 28. Ninetv ner
Sandoval .
ineir welcome was most cordial. watched him coming steadily as a
i6,666,65
the
court. The most valuable siderable importance to humanity of
county
or
coal
teui
ine
in
rora
operators
There
Missouri,
was
a great throne at the sta. steamer on a smooth sea, gave him an
14,015.67
Kansas, Oklahoma and Arkansas met holdings are in the Pecos valley of an international language a language
tions when the train arrived and Mr. ovation. Graham
San Juan
10,343.68
White, the English today to formulate a
to New Mexico, where the Colorado pio- unconditionally accepted by everyone
Roosevelt was loudly cheered as he man, wuo
neer owned a valuable orchard.
aiso started cut who was submit to the 35,000 proposition
and the common property of the whol
was
miners
striking
officially welcomed by Burgomas- - compelled to descend miles from Man-te- r of the
EDWARD PAYSON WESTON
Letters testamentary were granted world. How much time and labor we
southwest.
The
miners
have
Max
and
Barron
De Moor, aide de, Chester, wired congratulations. Paul-camBRUISES HIS ANKLE.
already submitted a proposition to the to Percy Hagerman, a son, who re- spend in learning foreign tongues, and
to King Albert.
han did the last twenty-fou- r
miles in operators and a joint meeting probably sides in this city. All of the property yet when traveling in foreign countries
'
will be held tomorrow.
is left to the widow and in the event we are as a
minutes.
exactly twenty-fou-r
Albany, N. Y., April 28. Edward OPERA
rule, unable to converse
SINGERS DEMAND
Payson Weston was the victim of an
of
her death is to be divided between with other human beings in their own
SALARIES
THAT
ARE
TOO HIGH.
accident on his way from Troy to HudPercy Hagerman and his brother, language. How much time, labor and
son when an automobile which
Herbert J. Hagerman. The elder money are wasted in translating the
was
X X X X
New York, April 28. Oscar Ham-i
accompanying him, stopped in the mid- merstein has
died in Milan, Italy, six literary productions of one nation into
Hagerman
abandoned the field of X
dle of the road and another car atHAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
months ao.
the language of another, and yet if we
grand
opera.
Throueh
iSamni
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill out this coupon and mail to
tempted to pass. The machine struck termeyer, his
rely on translations alone we can behi
ann
counsel and
a young man who was
Paul A. F. Walter, Supervisor of Census, Santa Fe, New Mexico
it
FIVE MEN KILLED BY
come acquainted with but a title of
walking near (urar,
ne announced that be had capit-'- j
wii ayiu xolu, i was living at ttie address given below, but to the
EXPLOSION
ON ELBA. foreign literature.
"
enumerated there or. any- New Orleans, April 28. Five men
"ve
"Were there but an international
7 "ZZ Z
ine young man was not injured, but temperament which, aided
were killed on April 23 by an explo language, an translations would be
Name
his foot struck Weston's ankle, caus- sSietywChThTV0W demanded
Street and No
Pacific freight made into It alone, as into a
paid, meant bank- - X .
5 sion on the Southern
tongue
rirv
ing a painful bruise. Weston decid- ruptcy. and if
was
WUu;u
lua,
.
no
picKea .up in intelligible to all, and works of an
X
refused,
performed to rest up until 5 a. m
off the mouth of the Mis Ms-ances
'
sippl yesterday.
(Continued on ra
w.m.

fred D. Wallace of Rodeo, Grant
ty, a notary public.
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THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

"AGE TWO.

THE

Wheat

DAILY

ROUND

B01T GW BUI

UP.

Weak and miserable. If you have
Kidney or Bladder trouble, Dull head
pains, Dizziness, Nervousness, Pains
in the back, and feel tired all over,
get a package of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN LEAF, the pleasant herb
cure. It never fails. We have many
testimonials from grateful people
who have used this wonderful remedy. As a regulator it has no equal.
Ask for Mother Gray's Australian Leaf
at Druggists or sent by mail for 50
cents. Sample FREE. Address, The
.Mother Gray Co.. LeRoy, N. Y.

RE
THE ROAD TO YOUTH.
(John Kendrick Bangs in Success
Magazine.)
Since I resolved to look for Joys
In all created things
To turn my back on what annoys,
Ami hush all murmurings;

Imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansy

i

Bobolink

To look upon my neighbor as
A man who means me well.
And let the cloud that lowers pass
All heedless of its spell;

GIVE CASH REGISTFR TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WE

Denver,

t

Its?

Perfect fit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
come to us for a pair of

Colo., April 2S.
for New Mexico:

Forecast
Fair weather tonight and Friday; cooler in north portion

I find that though my days increase
Board of Education Organization
My years diminish. Truth
To toll, the method brings me Peace, On next Monday evening tne Doaru
H
education will meet to organize.
And holds me close to Youth!
l
Special Meeting of Elks Saturday-Federahold
a special
Court at Roswell Chief evening, the Elks will
Justice Ywlliam H. Pope convened meeting to initiate four candidates,
federal court at Roswell on Monday, A good time is promised.
..Ranch Sale Dr .W. D. McCabe of Seligman Bros.' Ad Attention is
Osage, Iowa, has purchased a ranch !called t0 tne change of advertisement
at Chorryvale, Mora county, from E. !()f Seli,,man Bros. who have something
E. Johnson.
interesting to say about summer shoes j
Ninety Laborers Laid Off The San-- ; for young men.
ta Fe has laid off ninety laborers at A chance for Pianists Does your
Las Vegas who had been engaged in jol(1 piano i,.lve a tin pan s01ind? In an
filling the coal bins.
advertisement in today's issue the
Marriage License Issued At Las 'Eyles Music Company tells you how to
Vegas yesterday, a marriage license get rid of it and get a new one in its
was issued to Margarita Baros, aged! place.
20, and Tomas C. de Baca, aged 2G j Horticultural
Society Meeting A
vearsMexico Horticul- New
of
the
meeting
Woman Marries Cripple Declaring jtural Society will be held this evening
30 o'clock in the offices of the
that her love for her sweetheart was at
unaffected by the loss of his legs, Santa Fe Water and Light Company.
a pretty! Every one is urged to attend.
Miss Lillian McNnight,
school teacher of Roswell was mar-To q0 on Long Trip Dr. A. J.
ried Monday night to Frank Miller. Fischei. the well known pharmacist,
a young locomotive fireman who two wiu ,eave tomorrow for a transconti- - j
months ago fell between his engine nenlal
journev He will 0 to Rich.
and train and had both legs ground mond) Va ; to attend tne conVention
f
oft up to the knees.
Miller was
d
tnp American Pharmaceutical
to the girl before the terrible jeiation and will be away a fortnight,
accident which had only the effect of iHa .. crlorl,,
weoi, nr mnva nin.strengthening her love for the man ilhere and coming hack, but will still j
of her choice and the marriage was h
tI
t ta, a
t Washing.
'
1- .au ...,,.,.11..
uiiusudnv nappy uue, me
ton, D. C. between trains and see
mony taking place in front of the what Uncle Joe's automobile looks
residence of the minister as the cou- like if it comes in sight.
ple sat in a buggy. Miller is comAnd Still it Soars! There is to be
fortably fixed in spite of his injury no
let up in the spring weather. Or is
as he received about $13,000 by hi?
it
summer
heat? The maximum yessettlement with the railroad and the
was 74, the highest this season
terday
insurance companies.
and the minimum was 4G degrees. The
Big Sum Sunk By El Paso Water
elative humidity was 28 per cent. The
Company Jos. D. Sayers, master in temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
51 deCTees,
ciuuicery in uie receiversuip case ul
Yesterday was part-- I
the International w ater Company m h n1nriv
,he nfhmnn with show-- !
, 'hi
federal court, at El Paso, recommend.,
vicinity and oveV the moun- tnat tne sum ot $9bo,izs snouia oi tains. A year ago today the maximum
held as the present, value of the prop was G9
degrees and the minimum u
city for rate making purposes," a! with 90 per cent of sunshine.
thought the company only asked the
f'tv tn nnv SfCT.llOO for the nlant when
Or.fi Conductor Who Was Cured
the question of municipal ownership
Ir- Wilford Adams is his name, and
was up a few months ago. The mast-- r
goes on to say: "If it should be pro- - he writes about it "Some time ago
vided that the further sum of $442,730 I was confined to my bed with chronic
shall he expended to enable the com- rheumatism. I used two Dottles or
efpany to comply with the requirements Foley's Kidney Remedy with good
on
me
and
third
bottle
the
put
of the city ordinances and to furnish fect,
conas
I
work
resumed
feet
and
my
adean
to the city and
residents
quate supply of mesa water, the ductor on the Lexington, Ky., Street
master further recommended that the Railway. It gave me more relief than
value for rate making purposes bo any medicine I had ever used, and It
will do all you claim in case of rheufixed at $1,407,864."
matism." Foley's Kidney Remedy
cures rheumatism by eliminating the
TO BUILD MORE BARRACKS
Sold by
AT FORT SAM HOUSTON, nric acid from the blood.
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For Young Men

Friday.

No. 40

Telephone

SSftlffiS'.TPsa vast jMfts

MiNOR CITY TOPICS

To thrust from out mv Hieart and mind
All evil thoughts, and mean,
And everywhere I glance to find
iN
Some beauty in the scene.

inter Grocery Co
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

&

Summer Shoes

To seek the brighter side of all
That conies athwart my way,
And every morning to recall
Some happy bygone day;

AlsoVAFJFTY FRESH YEAST

DOWN

$350
$400
$500

7

j

CALL ApS SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Leather and Leather

en-lQ-

JEWELER

IE93S3E

Seeds Seeds
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
SEEDS, ALLKINDS OP VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,

GORMLEY
FRANK AIjF. MERCHANDISE
PHONE

436

19

SELIGMAN BROS

I PUT IT

Asso-gage-

issa

!

CANON

ROA I).!

i

MULLIGAN & RKING
J.

D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
.if

KA)'TH
rnwj

(j

PICTURE

rj

130

125

RED

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

W
DONE.

Stripling-Burrow-

San Antonio, Texas, April 28 On
June 30 contracts will be let for the j
construction of additional cavalry and!
artillery barracks at Fort Sam Hous-- j
ton, involving an expenditure of $17o,-- j
000. It is the intention of the war de
partment to augment these quarters
so that a full regiment of each of tne
branches may be stationed here. A
new pumping and ice plant, up to
date laundry,
and accommodations
for a machine gum platoon are also
provided for. With these improvements. Fort Sam Houston will be the
biggest army post in the United

j'j

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All Kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

States.

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anil Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
R IGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
S . E. Corner of Plaza.
No Need to Cut.

'

1

i
fi!
IB

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh C're.
F. i. CHENEY, & CO., Toledt,, O.
We, the undersigned, have kuown F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 yeaw- - and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Taxe mil s t amuy rills foi

Co.

s

MILLIONAIRE BUYS GARDEN
OF MEXICAN EMPRESS.
San Antonio, Texas, April 28.
H. Clay Pierce, the American millionaire and railroad and oil magnate, is
making efforts to get possession of
the historic Borda Gardens at Cuerna-vac- a
near Mexico City, once the favorite resort of Empress Carlota, wife
of Maximilian. THie gardens, although
neglected since the execution of the
unfortunate Hapsburg prince are still
one of the beauty spots of the world.
They were laid out over 200 years ago
and are said to have been the favorite retreat of Moctezuma princesses.
Mexicans living in the vicinity claim
that the Borda gardens are haunted
and that the spirits of Maximilian and
Aztec emperors congregate there at

KRItiHTKN up your house, Whnt's the use of living unless you enjoy life!
paint will also keep your house from otting, It is an investment
as well as a luxury.
ASK your good wife if she doesn't want the house newly painted, You
owe something to hor. Really, )on't you?;
GOOH

Phone

!:. u

H&9ow"SctJS We have it.

J

MPHBffflNftWl'I'fllf

.Phone
No. 14,

.

'a

WHOLESALE
AI D RETAIL
RATON

Screened

Lump

Yankee;

cerrillos

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

ZlKZi.riZl
85

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
'

Telephone

Telephone 85

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room
Does a

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

general ABSTRACT;, REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.

$20,000.00

to

loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of interest

nights to lament their fates. Mr.
Pierce has offered $13,000 for them.

HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill
out this coupon and mail toSupervisor of Census

DIAMONDS

JJb Qm

April 15, 1910, I was living at
address given below, but to the best
of my knowledge I have not been enumerated there or anywhere else.
On

Name

Street and No

YOP3TZ

WATCHES

52
Right ET

MEXICAN FILIGREE

345 San Franoltco St.

of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
"Virgin Oil" and has a greenis tingeh.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
I
sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.

ST--

Data
4 ;WELRY
Cut Class, China and Silverware

Right ServiM

I
1

MANUFACTURER OF

--

City

OLIVE OIL

Ml

-

'

SUCCESSORS TO

ONTO LAST

j

(i KNF.K

BLACK

th

1

MANUFACTURER

S. Spitz

foot-leng-

-

Deco-

Novelties,

China,

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
may be and the new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.

1 by Up''"
Methods
'

SANTA FE, N. M.

B
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MUST BELIEVE IT.
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MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

RATON WILL DE
IN CENSUS.

When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell It So Plainly.

A Combination Offer

gJUJjIBM

i

liiVi'f'irBi

New Mexico Military Institute

Enumerators Have Done Their Work
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Carefully and Conscientiously
Weit Point of th Southwert."
and Ars Sending in Returns.
When public endorsement Is made
Oflicers Detailed by War Department
Army
on Edison 'Amoerol Records and the
(Uaton Range.)
by a representative citizen of Santa
Arm? Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
You must
Fe the proof is positive.
for playing them on your
attachment
By Friday of the present week the
"A."
Read this testimony. Ev four census enumerators who have
iwiiiovo it
woThrough Academic course, preparing young
been at work in Raton during the past
ery backache sufferer, every wan,
1
men for college or for business life. Great
man or child with any kidney trouble ten days, expect to have their schedamount of open air work. Healthiest location
will find profit in the reading.
ules completed and in the hands of
of any Military School in ihe Union. Located
Hilario Baca, Delgado Street, San- Supervisor Paul A. F. Walter, of SanThe cost of an Amberol attachment for an Edison Phonograph
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
ta Fe, N. M., says: "About two anu ta Fe. Here they 'will be collected
of the Standard type is 6.5.00.
a half years ago I gave a public fiom the various enumeration disspot of the West at an e'evatioc of 3,700
statement telling of my experience tricts of the Territory and sent direct
The cost of ten Amberol (four-minutRecords, at 50 cents
feet above sea level, s'inshlne every day, but
with and opinion of Doan's Kidney to Washington to join the mass of
is 65.00. This makes a total of 6IO.OO.
each,
Hue rain or snow during session.
of
Pills. They completely rid me
census data that will pour into the
For a limited time any Kdison dealer is authorized to put
Eleven Officers.and Instructors, all gradutroubled
had
which
back
in
my
census office from every community
pains
an Amberol Attachment on a Standard I'lionorapli and furnish
1
from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
ates
When
me off and on for months.
in the United States. For the next
ten specially made Amberol Records, all for 6ti.OO a clean
on
my
thoroughly furnished, beaioJ. light
strain
buildings,
a
or
and
any
brought
stooped
yeat or so, an army of clerks
saving of 6 l. 00. For all other types of F.dison Phonographs
'
edjand modern Ip all respects.
loins, I suffered severely and there large number of adding machines will
f
the prices are proportionate.
I
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
were various other symptoms which tie kept constantly uusy taouiat.ni
This
which
came
Amberol
Records
ten
offer,
gives
trouble
practically
you
me
that
my
convinced
O, Uamliroa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
data whkh ,in b& rea(Jy for
F.dison Records
free, is made to put these new,
from disordered kidneys. I procured , blicntion by the end of next year.
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
within reach of all Phonograph owners, making their PhonoDoan's Kidney Pins at tiripnu6
Before this time, however, tentative
A Flnlay
and tney reUirns will be made giving in round
rows & Co's. drug store
graphs available for playing both the Standard and the Amberol
'
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
continued
I
relief.
Records.
brought prompt
returns of
numbers
the
population
address.
it
and
Pills
taking Doan's Kidney
the cities, and the population totals
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
wa snot long before every symptom of the various states. These returns
The
1
or
all
us
of
for
tliis
Superintendent.
ten
details
tlie
offer,
writ(
had
lilyral
llearllicsp
special
disappeared.
of my trouble
will furnish the basis of representaAmMrol KeeoriK which eannnl he li:ul in any other way. see theattaeh-men- t
fact that I have had no return attack tion of the various states and territorand liow il oix'rate.s. rliant'ins from two minute to
Records and back, at a touch.
warrants me in again expressing my ies in the House of Representatives
Then you will want to brine your TMinnncrnpli up to date and enjoy
all the entertainment now ottered lj the ureal array of Kdison stars
high opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills." during the coming ten years.
50
For sale bv all dealers. Price
Edison Phonographs. .
il .3u lo $.'iKi.oo
The local enumerators are forbid- Standard Records
.i.v
Co.
Buffalo
Auilx-ro- !
Ivdison
RccoriK
as lone). rk
twice
(play
that
7.V.- to S.'.ou
bdison Grand Opera Records,
New York, sole agents for the Uni-- ; den to give out any of the facts
have been learned by them dining
75 Lakeside Avenue. Orange, N. J.
ted States.
National Phonograph Company
their work of the past ten days, so it
and
Doan's
name
Remember the
is only possibly to guess at what the
take no other.
actual count may be for the city. It
is generally conceded that the returns for the 13th United States cen- evident and filled in without waiting Plague, but o many people thus af- TIME TABLE ALL
sus for Raton will fall short by 1.500 for an authoritative answer. Of all Hided flocked thither and so little!
LOCAL TRAINS
TO
or 2,000 of what the figures would the queries put by the enumerator, attention was given to sanitation thatj
e
the question in reference to the birth in time it. became a most, unhealthy
been
census
shown
have
the
had
m. to con- - f n lwQ
Santa Fe at 8:10
was uncertainty as to the birth place place. The same is true in some reyearg agQ
and
tl.south
10
from
No.
nect with
to estimates made by sev- - of these progenitors the entry was spects to southern California. There
According
west, also No. 3 from i;.e east, re- j rra of 0U. conservative citizens, Ra- made "United States," if there was is danger even here in this altitude
12:10
in.
IV
p.
Santa
at
t0n exceeded the 7,000 figure when certainty that these two parties were and splendid climate that we will so Save
turning arrive
Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fs rgo
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con- - i)UsmeSs was at its briskest before native born. In case the individual disregard proper precautions that it j
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
also takes tne COming of hard times in 190. being enumerated was foreign born, will not longer be a great health re- nect with No. 1 west-bounsort.
; rpne same
d
- placing the date of immigration to the Unit2
pass-nowNo.
are
for
passengers
parties
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Seldom Inherited.
tueir estimates at ngures ranging an- ed States and the fact as to whether
ing Lamy at t:.su p. in. iiuim-mu"This disease is seldom, if ever, in- Payable Tbroagbaat the United States. Canada. Mexico
arrive at Santa Fe G:30 p. m. with No. tween 5,00 and 7.00q, the former lie was naturalized, an alien or had
herited
as was formerly supposed, but
ihad
out
first
taken
his
more
papers,
the
likely simply
figures perhaps being
l's connection only.
and all Foreign Countries.
inLeave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con- one expressing the actual count: as tc be accurately recorded. If access infection is caused by repeatedly
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
handed in by the census enumerat- could be had to the schedules, there haling the bacilli or taking them into
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounbe considerable surprise ex- the system through the alimentary
might
ors.
Return8
4
Nos.
and
and
in
Those taking the census in the city pressed to find that a large number canal. The kind of occupation
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 v. m.
one is engaged has much to do
during tlhe past few days, have been: of our citizens and some of them our which
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad
Con-very best, are not natives of the Unit- with the contracting of the disease.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15 L. D. Slusher, first ward; Jay T.
r
life are
ed
States. The most recent arrivals Those who lead an
Richard Cline,
way. second ward;
in dethe
least
to
the
recorded
be
susceptible.
Employes
from
in
community
4
Archuleta
third
and
Miguel
at
ward,
Train arrives from the north
ofare
stores,
who
mills,
the
partment
several
printing
census
,
ithe fourth ward. The
likely
Japanese
taking
fices and pOBtoflices are among those
are
in
in
northbunk
houses
the
ward
living
second
in
was
the
completed
New Mexico Central.
All such should
The third ward east corner of the round house yards most susceptible.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m. Saturday morning.
arid who came across the Pacific not take special precautions. The general
will
be
Wednesday
completed
9:45
by
at
p.
Train arrives at Santa Fe
condition should be kept high by the
noon, and the first and fourth ward more than two or three years ago.
sn.
A tabulation of a few of the unique use of plenty of rich nourishing food
within the next two days. All four of
of the local enumerators ad if one must spend all tlhe day in
.
e HUlli CI clLUl O iti '3 uuauimuuo All ug experiences
.
.,
,
nA
111
d
Kneumauc po.wmb .
ventilated rooms let him make
will
be
forthcoming in a few days
community
porting Raton as being
with
blood
out
of
the
to
wili
or
driven
out
doors
of
surely
an attempt
sleep
be made to give rangenients
intelligence has
Dr.
an insight into the various and strange at- 1ast in a room with wide open
ir
work
easy,
comparatively
u,d or tablet form. Dr Shoop 8 book-- (
of abuse or ideas which different classes of people windows on opposite sides.
let ,on Rheumatism plainly "
"The tubercular bacilli cannot be
trouble being experienced so far in entertain towards this great undertakin
in
of
which the United States govern wholly avoided as conditions now are,
esiingiy tuns juol iiuyv
ing
Sam's
Toil some sufferer of this book, or
for
with every expectoration from a
lul- - All those prover- - ment authorizes every ten years
Bclicuulch
better still, write Dr Chnr,n Rapine.The birth place of the father and tubercular patient tens of thousands
samwis., for the book and free test
tors of their harrowing experiences mother of the individual proved to be nia' be sent forth to do their deadlys
RiGKT.
monev.. Just join witn TOith
nnp-rThey exist in the moist parti-caseTinnsewi ves. hull rlne-f- and the greatest stickler and in most work.
pica, Send no
Dr. Shoop and give some sufferer a; other
of
in
also
the
saliva
and
some
particles
little thought
required
interrogatory impediments were
pleasant surprise. Sold by Stripling- 'thoroughly disproved so far as the fore a definite reply could be made. I01" dusl- which come from the dried
Burrows Co.
Don Gaspar Avenue
sputum.
experiences of the local enumerators
"As a means of prevention sputum
in
REV.
C.
in
E.
a
few
concerned.
ANDERSON
(were
Only
stances was admission refused and in
SPEAKS ON TUBERCULOSIS. boxes should be used and every dish
and article of bedding
should
be
each case a. little tact and explanation
sterilized.
torn.
should
be
Tapestry
was all that was required to get a Former Santa Fe Methodist Minister
from the walls and carpets from the
hearing and gain the desired informaTells a Las Vegas Audience How
floor of the sick room. No child should
loose
tion. In one case the dog was let
& DYE
He Was Cured.
spend any more time in the room of
on the unsuspecting enumerator, but
(Las
a tubercular patient than is absoVegas Optic.)
a simple sentence informing the lady
Full of useful information concern- - lutely necessary. Public drinking cups
-- FRENCH
of the house that he was not a book-agen- t
DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
the prevention and cure tof tuber-- I should be abolished, and laws against
and was an officer of the law, ing
culosis was the address on "The expectorating on the streets should be
soon set matters to rights and gained
Great White Plague," wlhich was giv-- j passed and enforced. Some optimistic
admission into the lady's "front" par en
Sunday night by Rev. E. C. Ander- - people believe that if proper sanitary
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
lor.
.
,
,
,
,:son,
pastor ot the First Methodist regulations were observed the disease
1
..euu.es
cuuuuu.
POeumuou
CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
ID ES AND GENTS CLOTHES
Anderson once suffered might be stamped out in a single
a list of exactly 32 questions on y from
&
TIES. PARASOLS ETC
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
about seven or eight of which actually careful
of it. He said m part:
reto
study
be
is
another
there
thing
A SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED 'required a direct question and answer
PRICES REASONABLE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
'An urgent call has been sent forth membered, and that is that tubercutc what xrn send out. from this concerning eaclh person enumerated. to ministers and churches to observe losis is curable.
Statistics from the
These more particular ones. were The
LIVERY.
this day as 'Tuberculosis Sunday' and various sanatoria prove this and we
'
u.
some may consider it out of wiho live in this wonderful climate
We send a driver, too, if desired. "amc' ttB'
- while
than a lively Pce, mother's and fathers birth- place to discuss such a theme in the know it to be a fact from the many
tow
East Side Plaza:
Phone 132 Red.
spin over the smooth roads on a clear, work or not on April loth, 1910. In lord's House and upon His holy day. examples which are found here.
to
cannot
Him
be
who,
Avoid Liquor.
displeasing
bright day.
most cases the enumerator was able it
His
'Went
It being Spring makes the occasion
earthly ministry,
"The fake doctor who prescribes
.
.
fill the column entry without the during
,
many quantities of liquor or discounts the
(lUUUb UVJlllg guuu cluu uaiu
more enjoyaDie.
formality of a question, answers to that were
divers diseases
sick
of
outdoor treatment should be avoided.
Take a ride and be happy.
such questions as: whether able to
irPt,, foot that
Little atention should be given the
.
or
or
dumb
read
write, whether deaf
4
to observe this day is an
indiscriminate advice. While some
.
able to quested
a wage earner, or an employer,
;.
LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES
that tb.e world is advancing people have been cured while rough
dication
i
self139
Red.
or
S10 San Francisco St. 'Phone
not, etc., being
speak English
in
humanitarianism, in scientific ing it, many others have hurried
concep- themselves to untimely
knowdedge and theological
by
graves
have just received our new Stock of this
tions.
undertaking to live a too strenuous
of life.
"It is claimed that
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroidall deaths in civilized countries is
"In seeking the cure an altitude of
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
caused by this disease. We are just from 4,000 to 7,000 feet, will be found
the
-'
to
into
awaken
enormity helpful. Rich nourishing food
beginning
during this month only. All new patterns and
of our crime in building homes, eluding large quantities of milk and
designs.
churches, jails, asylums, shops and raw eggs are necessary. Absolute
. . Tl rr nei
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THtSM
linn n 11111 fliwl
factories in whiclh, because of insuf ri.H f !
ficient ventilation and insufficient
CO
light, multitudes have been hurried observed. But the patient should put
to untimely graves.
himself under the supervision of a
"Some day it wil be considered good
physician who will
criminally careless for the physician make a special study of his particuto fail to use every scientific test lar case, and then follow his advice
necessary In order to make an early absolutely in all these matters."
diagnosis, and for the patient to fail
In conclusion Rev. Anderson relatto observe proper sanitary regula ed how he contracted the disease and
tions. The builders and managers of was
cured of it. He said
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
all public buildings and penal insti that apparently
Ihe was cured at a sanatorium
We allow you a good price
tutions will one day be considered wnere gpecial emphasis was
put upon
for same in exchange for any
Denver Colorado.
criminally careless if-- they fall tolthe out-dolife and where all mat- provide for sufficient light, pure air iters relating to rest, exercise and
and thorough disinfection.
diet were regulated by medical direc-- !
"Some medical authorities claim vvi
u u time lid r
uccu
tj Tf uv "iiiVU
that as high as 97 per cent of all those made the medical directors
in our store.
of the
under 15 years of age are now or' great Modern Woodmen Sanatorium
have been at least slightly infected t Colorado Springs. The statement
New
A. M
ana mat jaju per ceiii. ui iuusb tu was made that if one would put himThis is a good opportunity to trade that old piono on a
Catron Block
years of age are now or have been self under tlhe care of a good physiN. M.
tanU
slightly infected. This claim Is based cian and follow his advice in every
BIGHT GRADE NE1 ONE and you can pay the balance
upon the information gained from post minute detail, going to a sanatorium
ON MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
mortem examinations. This ' should was not necessary.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
impress us with two things, viz. the
TO AND FROM HOSWELI..
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
prevalence of tihe disease and Its curaAutomobile
made
wltn
Connection
Good results always follow the use
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
bility.
"There are places and people once of Foley's Kidney Pills. They give line at Torrance for Roswell daily, Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoRob
almost free from this disease which prompt relief In all cases of kidney Automobile leaves Torrance for
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
All tha Latest Sheet Music.
are no longer, Southern France was and bladder disorders, are healing, well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswel)
East Side Plaza.
RosIf you are In need of anything, try
Try at 12, noon. Automobile leaves
once a great health resort for those strengthening and
a
New Mexican Want Ad.
m.
ar
1
and
s
at
Stripling-Burrowwell
for
Torrance
Co.
p.
afflicted with the great White them. Sold by

r
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Edison Phonograph

il

I

"

long-playi-

I

Ah

Cnctnr-lVTilhnr-

Go to the nearest Edison Dealer

!l

2

n

k

Wells Fargo

0 ompan

j

General Express Forwarders

tak-Leav-

All

j

j

-

Parts of the World.

j

j

j

east-boun-

east-boun-

J.

0. BARNES. Aoent

out-doo-

I

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

'

ar-an-

Call up

'

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

,

RATES

be-jt,l-

CHAS. CLOSS

-

PARISIAN CLEANING

WORKS

j
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.

r

..imiH,

;

wiLLuis
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SPECIAL
SALE

SPECIAL
SALE

Ae

h

WANTED

1

ADOLF SELIGMAN

We want two Square and three
second hand UPRIGHT PIANOS.

PI

A

DRY GOODS

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

NO

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, Manager for
F;

EYLES MUSIC

GO.

anti-septi-

c.

Mexico.
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RE- for the holding of a legislative session
SORT.
at Santa Fe and therefore the IrrigaThe New Mexican was surprised to tion Congress means more to Pueblo
'learn today that the number of deaths than a session of the legislature is to
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
this winter far exceeded the number Santa Fe. If Santa Fe. had a tourist
FRANK
P.
F.
STURGES,
WALTER,
PAUL A.
Vice President. of births in Santa Fe. This is a bad hotel, it too could put in a bid for such
Editor and President.
record for a health resort. The New gatherings as the Irrigation Congress.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-TreasureMexican investigated farther and finds Its climatic and other attractions are
that this condition has prevailed for such that it would become a favorite
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
many winters and that instead of the
can put
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75 population of the city being on the convention city, but before it
forth any ambitions in that direction
25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 increase it has been decreasing.
It it must have a modern tourist cara- Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
found that the number of English
1.00
six
months
Weekly,
vansery such as ihe Hotel DeVargas
65
Daily, per month, by mail
speaking people has almost doubled is
.75
: . .
7.00
mail
planned to be.
quarter
per
Weekly,
Daily, per year, by
but the Eiianish-Aniericapeople are
fewer today than they were last year
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
and each year shows a considerable
The Spanish edition ot the 1909
decline caused by death and by the Laws of New Mexico are now readj
Is
sent
Mexico.
to
New
in
It
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper
folks "pulling" out for places for delivery.
Price: Paper cover.
i young
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatto where there are opportunities for lu- $3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep,
crative employment that Santa Fe $1.00, plus 20 cents postage. Addres
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
all orders to The New Mexican Printlacks.
There are several remedies. Better ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
sanitation, especially in the houses and
premises that are without sewer conon eartn try
If you want
nection and where garbage and filth a New Mexicananything
Want Ad.
and
Senate
the
enacted
it
'Be
by
GOVERNMENT.
COMMISSION
are permitted to accumulate. Better
i!
TTnit.
tt
utP
moush yi n
enforcenlent of quarantine. Medical
It is asserted that .Mayor Arthur ed
asStates of America m Congress
of
of the schools. WHh tnese
inspection
interests
best
the
Selignian having
SALE of timber. District So. 3. ALIm
sembled,
three factors," the undertakers would qui'riui",
Santa Fe at heart is not at all opN, M., April 2(i. 1910. Scaled bid
there
"That
is hereby granted and haye Jess WOTk to dQ an(J he death tnitrked outside.
"Bid. Timber Sale Appli
posed to the commission form of gov- conveyed
15.
Pecos National Forest'
state of Colorado one
cntion.
April
w(m(1 decline to wlmt it ought will be received 1910,
up to and Including the
ernment providing; the law will per- million acres of agricultural lands to
&
,n
of
for all the merchant
1910,
27th.
tQwn tha(. advertises its
bp
day May,
mit the establishment of a form adapt- be used solely for the purpose of con- - tQ
able dead timber standing or down and the
cnmate.
salllbrions
Then
should
there
live timber marked for catting by tin
ed to the city. As is well known, the structing, improving, and maintaining be
mamia, training and Pspecially Forest otlicers. located on two ureas, aggrecommission government law passed puuuc
515 acres, to be defi
aua
gating
teull
guuu
Kchool gardens.
mgiiwajs
This would help to nitely approximately
before cutting begins;
designated
by the last legislature is imperfect and within said state, under the supervi
2.
one
KWW of the NK'i
in
lot
and
the
at
the
folks
home
for
it
young
keep
3: the other in lot ,6, the W'i of the
not applicable to conditions in New sion of the state highway commission. would
to them new avenues of Section
open
M
NH
SWM.
fiKH. Section 11;
WViof
ami
Mexico if its terms are strictly ap"Sec. 2. That said lands shall be making a living. While
WVi of SKV4 Section 10: Wi N' KH Section 15;
other NwM
every
conN
W
14: both
of
dii
KH
the
that
Section
selected under the authority and
plied. But it is hoped
to.wn of any size in the
is in T. 1 and
S, R. 10 K. X. M P. M.. within the
stitution to be formed for the new rection of the state land board of said growing, Santa Fe is notTerritory
Pecos National Forest, New Mexico; estionly stand- mated
to be 200.000 feet H. M. of western
state will give wide latitude to each state, within a period of one year after ing still but is going backward
in yellow pine sawtimber, more or less. No hid
of
form
be
to
and
choose
of
this
that
the
may
passage
than $3.00 per M. will be considered,
aci,
municipality
population despite the influx of stran- of less
a deposit of $200 00 must lie sent to the
local self government which its peo- designated and selected from any gers and the evident improvement and
New
First, National Bank, of
vot-terlands still belonging to the United otherwise. It. i n nrohlpm to the in Mexico, for each bid Albuquerque.
submitted to the
ple, or rather, the majority of its
District
The
to
Forester,
right
any
to
of
reject
state
states
government within the
believe to be best adapted
lution of which the commei.cial bodies mid all bids is reserved. For further infor
niation and regulations governing stile
local conditions. Says McClure's Mag- Colorado, either within or without the ought t0 devote themselves and
Forest Supervisor, Pecos National
reserves. The secretary of the foree tne remedies, remedies which address
azine for May on the spread of the
Forest. Santa Fe, New Mexico. THKoDORE
WOOLSEY
S,
Jr, Acting District Forester,
commission form of government in interior is hereby authorized and are K0
that they need not
directed to issue United States patent t0 be sfnisM but only a)lled.
the United States:
io sam jaiius iu uie siaie oi uuioiauu
"Following Galveston, with one or as soon as the
designation thereof has
in
Advices received by the bureau of
size
of
two exceptions, every city
to his office by the said
been
certified'
the state of Texas, ranging from Dal- Colorado state land board; and that immigration from al! the fruit growindicate
ing sections of the
las and Houston places of 90,000 peo- such
designation shall be made by that the losses from Territory,
comare
frost
the
taken
has
nothing
up
downward,
ple
legal subdivisions of surveyed land like as
heavy as was believed a week
mission form of government.
and by metes and bounds of unsurvey-eago. There has been some damage in
"Exactly the same process has been
lands.
Pcos valley where the crop will Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
going on in Iowa in the last two years.
"Sec.
That the said lands shall i!he
u
ouiiiewndL
and
Keokuk
ri'uurai, aim iiKewise
Cedar Rapids, Burlington,
and Friday.
be sold by the state at not less than
some small damage has been done in Returns Thursday
Sioux City making, with Des Moines, five dollars per acre, and in not great
O.
K
AGENCY
at
Barber
San
Juan county.
Shop
more than three quarters of the city er amount than one hundred and sixty
The crop in the central Rio Grande Mrs. P O. BROWN
followhave
state
acres
corone
to
of
the
or
individual
Agent
any
population
valley will be much reduced as reed Des Moines' example.
poration, and under such rules and
Phone No. 23 Red
gards apples, while the peach crop will
'Today ninety per cent of the cities regulations for the disposal thereof probably be a failure. No
has
of any size in Kansas have adopted and use of said lands for said purpose been done in the Mesilla damage
valley of any
as may hereafter be provided by the
or are working under the new plan
moment, except to the grapes which
including Kansas City, Kan., with legislature of said state."
have been badly nipped.
100,000 people, Wichita, Topeka and
It seems likelv now that. Anril will
From these centers of
Leavenworth.
Recent statistics show that about )ass without any further low temnera- SHOP
the movement it has spread in all 10,000,000 acres in North America are; tare and that New Mexico is assured
directions. St. Joseph, Mo., with 125,- 'under irrigation. Among the states. this season, of a very satisfactory
For a 3 yeart the only
000 people, has come under the plan; Idaho leads with 2,605.000 acres and fruit crop. Fruits of all kinds will
first class tonsorial parlor
and five then comes Colorado with 2,317,255 be in unusual demand because of the
100,000,
Memphis, with
smaller cities in Tennessee; Tacoma, acres. California is third with 1,800,- heavy damage which has been done
in csanta Fe.
Wash.: Berkeley, Riverside and San ooo acres, Montana fourth with 1,500,- - by frosts in the fruit growing sections
OUR NEW PITCH
Diego, Calif.; Colorado Springs and 000 acres and Wyoming fifth with a of the central and northern states.
'
TREATMENT
Offend Junction, Colo.; and the prin- million acres. Utah has 800,000 acres
.
Dako-tos
under irrigation and Texas 784,000
guaranteed to cure, (not only
cipal cities in North and South
Reports from eastern New Mexico
Idaho and Oklahoma. Four Mass- acres. Then comes New Mexico with tell of hundreds of abandoned home- relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
achusetts cities are operating under 400,000 acres, eighth on the list, al- - steads. All over the plains, mesas other scalp irritations. We also
the plan. The legislatures of Kansas, (though lt really should be near the and valleys may be found deserted carry a complete Mne of all the
Iowa, North and South Dakota, Min- - !t0p, and will be near the top when the shacks.
Two and three years of popular hair and facial tonics.
nesota, Wisconsin and Illinois have present wasteful methods are super-passe- d drouth have knocked out the prosHERPIC1DE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
bills allowing cities to adopt Seded by methods which will assure pective farmers in many sections
BATHS BATHS BATHS
the plan. In all, about seventy Ameri- the greatest use possible for every sec- farmers, who believed that they could
can cities have now adopted it.
ond foot of water. Today, under farm successfully the way it is cus
"And now, from cities of 100,000 and such successful irrigation projects as tomary in the more humid regions.
like Des
Moines, Dallas, the Hagerman system in Chaves They had no idea of scientific farm150,000,
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Houston, Memphis, Kansas City and county, the use of the water is from ing and if they did, were reluctant to Phone us, vvewillbeg'ladtocallfor your
St. Joseph, Mo., the agitation for the five to ten times greater than it is put in the machinery and labor neces- laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
plan is advancing into the larger here in the Santa Fe valley. Experts sary to bring returns. Still, it is won- and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
cities of the country. Buffalo, New have said that the amount of water :r derful to see so many people remain
socks are mended and buttons
York, with 400,000, has voted to adopt the Santa Fe could reclaim five times and turning defeat into victory. Those
sewed on you shirts, without
the plan; a lively and very promising the area in this vicinity now under who are sticking to the country are
extra
charge.
carThe
cultivation.
sys learning through experience and are
campaign for the system is being
RED
an
122. PHONE RED 122.
PHONE
and
Mo.,
on
in
Kansas
water
tem of water distribution and
City,
ried
applying the methods which will
in a harvest even in a dry counagitation less likely of success in Min- government should be supplanted by
the modern district system which try without flowing water. These are
neapolis."
It is certain, that the principles of would centralize the ditch supervision, the empire builders and to them New
commission government can to a cer- would economize labor and expense, Mexico will owe part of its future
tain extent be applied in New Mexico would increase manifold the use of greatness.
municipalities under the present law. wpter and would assure every one a
The Roswell Daily Record, for in- suuare deal, something that is lack
The New Mexican yesterday stated
stance, tells how the new city adminis- ing under the system of ditch govern- that Mrs. Mary A. Willbank of Flora
tration is doing it at Roswell:
ing under the present system of ditch Vista, of the San Juan county, was
"The proposed action of the city ad- government and is much to be de- the first woman school director elect
ministration in reducing the number sired for the future.
ed in New Mexico. But it is not to pro.c? members of committees appears to
gressive San Juan that this honor bethe Record as being a wise thing. It Santa Fe , people, including the longs. It was conservative Taos counwill pin down the responsibility for ladies;, should turn outthis evening at ty that chose the first woman school
the acts of the various committees to the meeting of the Horticultural So- director in the person of Mrs. Jose
one man for each. Each committee- ciety. If a horticultural fair is to be Montaner, who was elected several
man will know that it is up to him held this fall, and one should be held, months ago a director of the school
'Where prices are lowest
and to no one else. This is quite like- it is high time to lay the foundation. district of Taos. It was a memorable
ly to bring results. At least it cannot It is not necessary to go to large ex- fight too, that she won, for she had
for sale quality''
be worse than the present system of pense for such an exhibition; no nec- vigorous opposition and as women can
committees, which brings, as exper- essity of getting counter attractions not vote in New Mexico it was the
ience has shown, ho results what- to the exhibit. Let Santa Fe demon men who gave her the victory. In a
ever.
strate to the rest of the Territory few more years, even Santa Fe will One Resolution to Make
"The proposed plan of placing a what a fair ought to be, a fair held al- get around to the idea of having wo
number of the departments under the together for the exhibition of the na men on its school board, although
personal charge of one man, a salar- tive products of this section, not a Santa Fe generally is slow in catching
What other 1910Resolu
ied employe of the city, is also a wise fair to exploit baseball teams, aerial up with the rest of the procession.
tion youmay make .
move. It brings matters nearer to the navigation or Siamese Twins. Let
commission form of government, and every one who has an orchard or a
The disposition of Congress to hold
Resolve now that you will
that has been shown to be a success garden bear the coming exhibition in up the Statehood Bill until the census
trade at KAUNR & OO. the
all over the country.
mind and make special efforts to raise returns are in, is ominous, for it looks
"From the way in which the coun- specimens for the different depart as if certain interests are merely spar
coming year. It is a' resolucil and the mayor are figuring on ments of the exhibit. Such a fair will ring for time. It is true that by June
In your own Interest, for
tion
the affairs of the city there is every in the long run bring more benefit, 1, the total population of the Terriit means the best possible
promise of their success during the more glory, than $50,000 spent for tory will be known approximately and
next two years.
table supplies at lowest posstreet exhibitions by fakirs and snake that Congress may not adjourn until
"The financial problem is the one charmers.
sible
of
but
this
talk
1,
prices.
nevertheless,
July
great rock in the path of the city
for the census figures is only
waiting
Territorial Auditor William G. Sar- a subterfuge which will do until some
fathers, and It is a nasty one to surmount, but there is every reason to gent owed it to himself and his friends other excuse is found. New Mexico
believe that it will be done and the to make the statement published in now relies entirely upon the pressure
KATJNE
Think It over-ls- n't
finances of the city placed on a sound another column. Whatever may be that President Taft can bring to bear
Btore for yon
toe
4
Co,
logical
;
said of him, it is certain that he is
basis."
an unwilling Congress and if this
to patronize through 1910.
scrunulouslv honest: that Ihe has upon
is insufficient, then the statepressure
of
the
financial
interests
ANDREWS.
the
DELEGATE
TO
HINT
A
guarded
hood measure is in a bad plight inRepresentative Taylor of Colorado Territory with zealous care and deed, for there seems to be no enthuhas introduced a bill in congress to that some of the enemies he has made siasm In the U. S. Senate at all when
grant ttie Centennial state a million are such because he insisted upon evto forcing the passage of the
acres for good roads work. There is ery safeguard that the law throws it comes
bill.
The
territorial
be
not
around the
treasury.
no reason why the bill should
and statements made
& COMPANY
generally applicable to all the public publications
Pueblo, Colorado, wants an approland states and territories and Dele- from time to time, therefore, which by
of $50,000 from Uncle Sam to
gate Andrews should at least see to Innuendo or intimation, seek to con- priation
the Irrigation Con
It
entertain
SarAuditor
help
accusation
that
the
similar
a
is
Mexico
vey
given
it that New
donation if such generosity is to be gent is dishonest, are unqualifiedly gress and will doubtlessly get it. That
is much more than Uncle Sam gives HE
extended to Colorado.' The bill reads: false.
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BAD RECORD FOR A HEALTH

J,

PALEH,

J. B.

President.

BEAD, Cashier.

Assistant Cashier

FRAEK KcKAKE,

L, A, HUGHES,

I

1910.

illliiil a! Bank

r.

OF SANTA FE.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870

n

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and fofsisfa exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per ceat per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
TiiHlif
is rocrwr.fnll
V v cnlirited.
.vU(.-.Uu. w
J
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THE

HOTEL

st

self-evide-

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

Cuisine and
Table Service

For Best Laundry Work

d

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

j

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN'

KERR'S

HOTEL

PLAZA BARBER

f.

E.

j

,

re-su- f.

H.S.KAUHE

Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE 26

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON

"WE DO

THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at S o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

We Are
Now

wait.

Serving

Our increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit ycurs.

THE HOTEL CORONADO
RATES

o.

GROCERS

FIRST CLASS CAFE

$1.00

A DAY AND UP

G.LUPK HERBEEA
Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
UEROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the Oity in connection with Hotel. First cass service guaranteed'."'
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men.
Give ns a trial if you want first class service,
Corner of Water St,
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

VV2

HERE IS AVERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE
NAVAJO, CHI MAYO BLANKETS,
INDIAN BASKE l S MOQUE POTTRRY

Don't
Fail
to
Call

and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
ill Kinds of Drawn Work
'
leather Pillows Tops

Many

other
articles
.

that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO

301303 San Francisco St.

Proprieu
Santa Fe, N,M.
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HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

B

William Hack, an old salesman from
Denver, is at the Palace.
Mrs. Frances J. Skinner, a tourist
from Pasadena, is at Gregg's.
salesA. Singer, an Albuquerque
man, is at the Claire hotel.
George P. Williamson, a rancher
from Glorieta, is visiting friends here.
J. J. Burger, a Kansas City salesman, is calling on the trade here today.
B. R. Archer, representing the Albuquerque .lournal, is here on business,
'
T. C. McXitt, a shoe salesman from
St. Joseph, Mo., is calling on the

ITBYTOINC5.IT

HAGE FIVE.

M.

T

3

Tire's

Lie

a

Begun.

m YourHcme

THE season for painting and decorating is at hand
and what ycu want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and

'

trade.

C. W. Ilamm. the well known shoe
salesman from Rochester, is at the

Palace.
lasting paints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
Alvin Dunn and G. X. McDermid,
if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUNsalesmen from Denver, are here on
business.
it
i
R. B. Pegrann, representing a
SHINE" inside finishes,
the
is
at
Kansas
City,
concern, of
Palace hotel... When you paint you want QUALITY and goods that
R. P. Ervien has
Commissioner
Land
When you HIDE YOUR MOXEY ar e you not always SCARED? You will ' gone to Clayton Union county, on of-- I
WEAR. Our paints are madefrom the BEST white
act so that people will know you ha ve money and follow you, and find ficial business.
out where it is and steal it. Then y ou won't have any money.
B. Troyo. of Oio Calient e, and
lead and PURE linseed oil, aj combination that lasts
Besides, money draws interest in o ur bank and makes you MORE Tomas Troyo, ot Alcaide, are regisi.ei- Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
MOXEY.
cd at the Hotel Coronado.
TVe pav liberal interest consistent with safety.
for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.
Architest I. H. Rapp has returned
a business trip to points as far
'from
&
We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
apart, as Denver and Roswell.
j
Edward A. White, of Philadelphia
and who has been staying at the valbrushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, slenci!,
hotel.
at
is
Gregg's
Ranch,
ley
C- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wadsworth
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.
'and Miss Isabelle Wadsworth, all of
(Established 1882)
Philadelphia, are sightseers at the Palace hotel.
11
William White of Las Vegas, is at
the Palace hotel. He came here to
Fruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuque.
call on several friends including Governor Mills.
Valley's absolutely sure.
Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.
Mrs. E. R. Nassau, wife of the Den-ve- r
'at
Embudo,
Grande
We have a very attractive list of ranches for
Rio
and
agent
and Earl T. Wiley, his brother, are
should
the
attract
which
and
$700.00
up,
at. Gregg's hotel.
5
. 500
Boston
C. W. Fairfield, assistant in the ofmost particular buyers.
7
4
.364
Washington
fice of Territorial Auditor W. G. Sar2
6
.250
Chicago
gent, is able to be about again, after
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
a siege of blood poisoning which lookA PRETTY R'BSOIV WILL
ed very serious for a time.
or
call
full
For
189
So.
Red
Phone.
particulars
119 San Francisco St.
National League.
E. E. Van Horn, inspector of the
DECORATE ANY DRESS OR
address the above company
cattle sanitary board, has resturned
Brooklyn at Boston.
WE&ONT PAY
ANY
from an official trip along the Belen
Xew York at Philadelphia.
ENOUGH ATT CN HON To
cut-ofCincinnati at Pittsburg.
Yesterday, he inspected three
cars of cattle at Lamy that are being
St. Louis at Chicago.
THE JWALL TH?NG5- - f.CU
shipped by B. F. Pankey to Kansas.
American League.
MAN LCOKUlTH- WOULD
Cleveland.
at
Chicago
hOUT A ...Ci' f Z SEc hOu
--mgg&fr
HIGH SCHOOL GLEE CLUB
ALSO Dealers in Furniture
Detroit, at St. Louis.
HAS INTERESTING PROGRAM.
A HAIR RIBBON or. SASn
V
Philadelphia at Xew York.
at
Boston
Washington.
n?P,o'eS A Gi?,&
FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE
Concert Will Be Given Tomorrow
V-'- Night in Auditorium of High
School.
from ohinawara to stoves, and
bis-'eu-

i
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TRUST

UNITED STATES BANK

CO.

j

WATSON & COMPANY

O

i

E A L

ESTATE

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

'

INSURANCE

f.

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

i--

I

'

L?

Lca&'Q

All kinds of furnishings
chairs, table
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, for
the babies.
folding
racks.
Wagner
and hat
TnejfcaseUGRE!1....,,
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
something to interest you.
go-car-

ill

Ornamental

ts

Doors.

6

If

V'V'I

lis!
PROUDLY

WE POINT
are made to perfection from our
wood
is
to the fact that we handle only a line
Lumber) because the
and
in
of drues and remedies known to De
perfect every particular
free from every imperfection of pure and efficacious; and that our
knots, cracks and warpings. experience enables us to give the best
Every foot of it is thoroughly
satisfaction to our patrons. Everyseasoned, dried and shrunk, so
that ought to be in a first class
thing
it can be absolutely relied upon
store
you will find here, at
and
drug
bv carpenters and builders,
archi- prices that are satisfactory, and, in
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
mention our Lumber in their
& Company.
specifications.
STRIPLING-BURROW- S

Charles W. Dudrow

Leras

Where your dollar buys the most.

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVEDA
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

AY

and

24

MARKET REPORT

The following is the program of the
concert to be given tomorrow night in
the auditorium of the high school by
the High School Glee Club under the
direction of Miss Matilde Alonso:
Faust
"Soldiers' Chorus
Glee Club.
Piano Solo, "Miserere". .11 Trovatore
Miss Hazel Sparks
"Chase of the Butterflies
Clapisson
Glee Club.
Violin Solo, "Obertass". .Wieniawski
Rogers Fiske
Vocal Trio, "Voices of the Woods"
Rubinstein
.'
Misses Maude Palmer, Hazel Sparks
and Ruth McBride.
Cowen
"Bridal Chorus"
Glee Club.
Rodney
"Clang of the Forge"
Glee Club.
Broad
Vocal Solo, "Slumber Song"
Alan R. McCord
"La Paloma"
Spanish Song
G!ee Club.
Piano Solo

MONEY AND METALS.
Xew York, April 28. Call money
7 per cent; Prime merstrong, 3
Mexican dollars
cantile paper 4
44; Amalgamated 70; Atchison 109:
Reading
Xew York Central 118
119
Pacific
1571-4- ;
Southern
pfd.
Union Pacific 1781-2- : Steel S0

''A

1-- 2

').

',

7--

117.

.xil

Xew York, April 28 Lead dull and
unchanged; copper dull, standard
spot and May 12.25 12.27; silver

--

W

-

x

...

w

54

GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
nhicasro. Til.. April 28. Wheat
Ma v 106
July 101
Corn May 57
July CI
July 39
Oats May 41
July $21.25.
Pork May $21.02
Lard May $12.20; July $11.97
Ribs May $11.85; July $11.75.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, April 28. Wool steady;
.Marsenet territory and western mediums 22
(a) "Aragonaise"
Xevin 24; fine mediums 1820; fine 1114.
"Barchetta"
(b)
LIVESTOCK.
Miss Ethel Church
P. Lacome
Estudiantlna"
Chicago, April 28. Cattle Receipts
G'.ee Club.
Market steady. Beeves $5.70
6,000.
7--

3--

ff?K4(V

Texas steers

$4.75(0:6.25:

west

ern steers $56.80; stockers and feed
ers $3.80 6.75; cows and heifers $2.80
7.50; calves $6.75(0 8.25.
HOW THEY STAND.
Market
1,000.
Receipts
Hogs
ten higher. Light $9.259.50; mixed
rough
National League.
$9.25(H)9.60; heavy $9.259.60;
Won. Lost P. C. $9.259.40; good to choice heavy $9.40
2
.778 R! 9.60; pigs $8.959.45; bulk $9.45
7
.
Philadelphia
2
.714 J 9.55.
5
Pittsburg
.714
2
5
Receipts 10,000. Market
Chicago
Sheep
western
3
7
.700 steady. Xative $4.506.25;
Xew York
3
4
.429 $58.25: yearlings $7.258.50: lambs
Cincinnati
6
3
.333 native $7.759.75; western $S(Ti9.90.
Boston
7
.222
2
Kansas City, April 28. Cattle Re- St. Louis ... '
8
2
.200 ceipts 3,000, including 100 southerns.
Brooklyn . . .
;'
Market steady. Native steers $6.40
American League,
C.
Won. Lost P.
8.25; southern steers $5.70 7; south- 3
.667 ern cows $3.756.25; native cows and
6
Detroit
3
.625 heifers $4.507; stockers and feeders
5
Philadelphia
3
.551 $4.606.70; bulls $4.606.55: calves
4
Xew York
3
western steers $67.75;
3
.500. $58.75;
St. Louis
5
.500 western cows $4.25 6.80.
Cleveland ... ... ... 5

AME REASON THAT NATURE
FOR THE
THE FLoWERJ, TACToRlE-MAKE
MAKE
RIbdoN-FoR ORNAMENT.. Do YoU NoT
LIKE BETTER THE BIRD OF BRIGHT PLUMAGE
AND DO YOU NOT WIH To BRIGHTEN YOUR
ATTIRE WITH BEAUTIFUL RIBBoN-5-

OUR"LINE;I,5NEW FRE.SH
AND PRICED ARE RIGHT.

BASEBALL.

t

W. N. TOWNSEND
CLARENDON
GARDEN

& GO.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

CHOICE

APPLES

NOW.

gS'ffS'

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees arid fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis perms nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

ervice

n and After March 1st.
M0IH1T
Wfce oo those dark places and Electrical Cooking
Santa Fe Water m Light Company

A few choice cockerels for sale

Bay
and

WIEHIT
Specialties.

'

'

(
i

PAGE SIX.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
CATTLE AND CONSUMPTION
TO BE DISCUSSED.

St. Louis Rocky Wit, &

Pacific

A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

Company.

Railway

THURSDAY, APRIL

Cheerfulness and a bright disposition during the months before baby comes,
are among the greatest blessings a mother can bestow upon the little life about
to begin. Her happiness and physical comfort will largely govern the proper
development of the health and nature of the child. Mother's Friend contributes
much to the mother's happiness and health by the relief and mental comfort it
affords. It is a liniment composed of penetrating oils and medicines which
lubricate the muscles and tendons of the body, soothe the swollen mammary
glands, cause a gradual expansion of the skin and tissues, and aid in the relief
of nausea. The regular use of Mother's Friend greatly lessens the pain and
danger when baby conies, and assures a quick and natural recovery for the
mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, con-- !
taining valuable information for expectant Mothers.

Experts at National Meeting Will
gue Whether Bovine Tuberculosis is Transmitted.

28, 1910.

NOTICE.

Department of Territorial Engineer.
Xumber of Application 427.
Santa Fe, X. M., April 12, 1910.
Xotice is hereby given that on the

Ar-

23th day of March 1910. in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
1907,

Importance evidence in the ..world
wide controversy with regard to the'
relation of bovine to human tuber--j
cu!osis will be given next week at the
sixth annual meeting of the National':
Association for the Study and Pre"j

Jas.

W.

Xorment

of

Santa Fe,

county of Santa Fe, Territory of New
Mexico, made an application to the
Territorial Engineer of Xew Mexico
for a permit to appropriate from the
In ilHct Vnrel) 1st 1910
Kt'lid inU
Uitnd I'p)
public waters of the Territory of Xew
20
19
Miles
STATluNs
Mexico.
vention of Tuberculosis, which will be
o
....
7
Such appropriation is to be made
l.v II i's Sloinos. N . M L.Ar
If 4 15
f 8 2(1
w
held in Washington on May 2d and 3d. from Santa Fe river by enlarging the
j
Capiitiu
if 4 05
f 8 3G
Virll
Dr. William H. Park, the noted patho- f S 45
f 8 50
Acequia Madre at points whence the
Thompson
f 3 25
'Ulllli '.(.'lllllll
f 9 1(1
Jl
head of the laborato: ies of the S. W. Cor. of Santa Fe Grant bears S
logist,
55
H ouseN .M.J.v
9 .'S5
Xew York City department of health,' 62
12 00
10 oj
2 m
degrees, 06 minutes W. 22350 ft.
55
l.v
Hilton, N. M,....Ai9 40
THE BRADFIELD CO.. ATLANTA, CA. will present the results of years of dist. by means of diversion, and 12 cu.
Ar Clifton House, S. M..Lv 11 37
--.I'LL
41 2
37
4 12
42
l.v.riit'um House V M.Ari lf
investigation, which, it is understood! ft. per sec. is to be conveyed to Sees.
11 20
4 30
48
Sl'reston
will go far to settle the question of 5, 6, 7, and 18 T. 16 X. R. 9 E., and
4 50
I.vl 11 00
Ar KoilileiJuiK'tion
the transmissabi'ity of tuberculosis Sees. 12, 13, and 14, T. 16 X., R. S E.,
Ar! 10 40
Lv
;;;;;!;;;; 5 10
from cattle to man.
5 00
Kot liler. ..
101
by means of enlarging old Acequia
Colfax-- ..
ilO 10
6S
The discussions of the convention Madre and extending same to new
!f 9 42
.
t Vrrososo
li OS
'"
9 25
6 35
.Lv
82
To Geo. W. Prichard, Richard H. Han-na- , will be divided into three sections, be- land and there used for irrigation of
Ar.. ...CinmiTon..
ii
Palace.
1. v..
8 55
Ar
82
00
Cimarron
Francis C. Wilson, G. Volney sides the advisory council. Bernard 2,000 acres.
and
Mr.
V.
C.
1'7 08
f 47
Hamni, Rochester;
Nash
9
hi rhi n .
f8 37
17 IS
88
J. W. Mayes, H. S. Clancy, Flexner of Louisville, is chairman of
Isa- Miss
Howard,
The Territorial Engineer will take
Mrs.
Charles
'Wadsworth,
. I'te
8 20
94
7 35
I'ark, N M...I.V
E. P. Davies, C. C. the sociological section and Frank E. this application up for consideration
A.
B.
WillRenehan,
belle AVadsworth, Philadelphia;
iam Huck, Denver; T. C. McNutt, St.
Catron, L. Bradford Prince, E. S. Wing of Chicago, secretary. Dr. Lew-elly- on the 11th of July, 1910, and all per( Joiinects with K. I. Ar S. V. Ky, train No. 121 arriving in Dawson, N. M. ai 6:15 p. in.
F. Barker of Baltimore, is chair- sons who may oppose the granting of
,T.
Whitehead, William McKean, X. B.
J.
Colo.;
Burke, Lamar,
Joseph;
tConiKH-twitli K. 1:S, W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving hawsou JN M. at 9:55 a. in.
man of the clinical section and Dr. the above application must file their
Laughlin.
SStiifie for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston X. M.
Arthur Evans, Mt. Vernon, 111.; Willtrains arrive and depart from DeMoincs as follow:
CAS. l'assenner
secretary. Dr. objections substantiated with affidaviam White, Las Vegas; Rene Heutsch,
In a pamphlet recently Louis F. Hamman,
Gentlemen
SOUTH KOUNJ)
NORTH HOUND:
1.
4.48
a. m,
No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
No.
R. B. Pegrann, Kansas City. circulated by your committee, giving Theobald Smith of Boston is chair- its (properly backed with application
Geneva;
11.11 p, m.
No,
No. 7.6 49 p. m.
and
man
section
of
the
pathological
number) with the Territorial Engineer
Claire.
reasons
for
your
Track connection with A. T. A. S.
protesting against
Ry.nt Katon and I'reston with C. & S. Ry. at
Northwestern at
lies .Moines K I', S. V. Ky. at Colfax. N M, and Cimarron
M. Brown, Wellington, Kans.; S. A. the appointment of Hon. John R. Mc-Fi- e Dr. Walter C. Bailev, secretary. Dr. on or before that date.
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following stution Ocute, Miami. Kayado
VERXOX L. SULLIVAX,
as judge, appears, under the head- H. M. Bracken of St. Paul is chairKansas; S. F. Ballin,
Hollingsworth,
and Red Lakes, N. M
man of the advisory council.
Territorial Engineer.
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for t he following stations in N. M.Arroyo Seco. Aurora.
Alvin
followof
Boyd
Case"'
the
Wyatt,
the
ing
A'buquerque;
"Sargent
Kaldy Klaek Lakes, Cerro. Kiizahethtow n. Loho, Questa, Ranehos do Taos, Red
most
H.
M.
One
the
of
G.
X.
reports
interesting
3"4
McDermid,
on
The
Dunn,
Denver;
third
Taos
ing:
and 'Twining.
River City. Talpa,
page
provision
'Daily. fKlair, tDaily except Sunday
Bahret, Kansas City; A. Singer, Albu- of the laws of 1909, affords the relief of the meeting will be that of the If you are in need of anything try
needed by Sargent, and was sneaked executive secretary, Dr. Livingston a Xew Mexican Want Ad.
querque.
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M WILLIAMS,
J. DEDMAN,
into the appropriation bill and over- Farrand, showing the growth of the
Gregg.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
movement since May
A.
Edward
W.
J.
looked by the governor in the great
Henwood,
Denver;
r
M.
M.
Raton, N.
Raton, N.
Raton, N.
1909.
The
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
of associations
number
B.
I,
F.
White,
Hornby, Valley Ranch; rush during the closing hours of the
Mrs. E. R. Xassau, Earl T. Wiley,
session of the legislature." The charge for the prevention of consumption has
B. R. Archer, Albuquerque; Mrs. that the item referred to having been increased from 290 to over 425; the
MASONIC,
Frances J. Skinner, Pasadena; George sneaked into the appropriation bill and number of sanatoria and hospitals for
P. Williamson, Glorieta; J. J. Burger, overlooked by the governor, is abso- the treatment of tuberculosis from
Montezuma Lodge No
29S to 400; and the special tuberculosKansas City.
lutely false. Any one, who followed
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg222
to 265. DurCoronado.
the course of the appropriation bill is dispensaries from
communications
ular
of
out
thirty-sithe
1909,
Marencio Esquibel, Trinidad;
in the council, must know, that this ing
year
of eacr
first
conMonday
forty-threlegislatures in session
Baros, Moriarty;
Cayetano item was openly and fully discussed
Masonic ha.i
at
month
i
sidered
of
the
.1. H. Gilmore,
Petuberculosis,
subject
Chaves, Moriarty;
by Mr. Catron and Mr. Upton or Judge
m.
at 7.30
bills were passed
and in twenty-eighcos; B. Treyo Ojo Calienle; Tomas Hewitt.
H. H. DORMAN,
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
of
or
treatment
for
the
Alcalde.
prevention
Troyo,
I will also state and if necessary
Acting Master.
disease.
Since the opening of
Douglas, and all Points in New
make affidavit, that Governor Curry, this
of 1910, out of ALAX R. McCORD, Secretary.
season
the
legislative
Watch for the Comet
was fully aware that this item was
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
ten legislatures in session up to May
to go into the appropriation bill, as I,
Watch
Red
of
the
The
sky.
MEXICO
Dragon
Pacific Coast, via NEW
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
1, all have considered the subject of
and in person, submitted to ihim a draft of tuberculosis and
for
children
the
coughs
A. M.
spring
R.
one
Regular conthem
of
every
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
colds. Careful mothers keep Foley's this item, before the same was passed has enacted some law that bears on
second
Monday of
vocation
'w
Masonic
in the house. It is the by the legislature, and that, it met this subject.
Tar
at
and
month
each
Honey
&
best and safest prevention and cure with his approval.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
The officers of the Xational AssociaAs I cannot understand what bearfor croup where the need is urgent
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
tion are Dr. E. G. Janeway of Xew tiJgj?
this charge has, on Judge McFie's
a
vital
ing
immediate
relief
and
necessity.
Secretary.
SELIGMAN,
T.
ARTHUR
Professor
Edward
York,
president;
Contains no opiates or harmful drugs. case, I take it for granted, that, the Devine of Xew York and Dr. Henry
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Striping-Burrow- s charge is intended to reflect on me Sewall of Denver, vice presidents;
Santa Fe Commandery No.
Co.
(rectly, and take this opportunity of General George M. Sternberg of Wash1, K. T. Regular conclave
publicly denouncing it, as absolutely
fourth Monday in each
Dr. Henry Barton
treasurer;
ington,
false.
W. G. SARGENT.
month, at Masonic Hall at
and
OF
Jacobs
of
HAIR
LOCK
HIS
Baltimore, secretary;
For Rates and full information address
7:30 p. m.
Dr. Livingston Farrand of Xew York,
FROM JACKSON'S HEAD.
The First Woman School Director. executive
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
A.
secretary.
10 tne Editor of the Xew Mexican.
Theodore Roosevelt and Dr. William W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Was Cut From Heroe's Head After the
A.
I was a little surprised to see the Osier are honorary vice presidents.
Battle of New Orleans In C.
headlines in the Xew
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
El Paso Texas.
conspicuous
P. Hallet's Possession.
0i
of today, reading "First Wo-- j
j Mexican
14th
Ancient and Accepted
degree.
The old fashioned way of dosing
;man School Director," over the an- - n wmI-- stnmnfh nr Rtiinnintinor the Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
Spokane, Wash., April 28. C. P. nouncement that Mrs. Willbank had Heart or Kidneys is all wrong. Dr. on the third Monday of each month
line; hoor elected school director at
q cfnrolroonor in finnl-nnTJill.the Shoon first nointed out this error. This at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
come into possession of a lock of iron recent election at Bloomfield. I re- - is why his nrescriDticn Dr. Shoop's Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
gray hair, cut from Andrew jacKsons joice at the election of Mrs. Willbank Restorative is directed) entirely to Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
head after the battle ot Xew Orleans and am proud that it occurred in tihe the cause of these ailments the weak dially invited to attend.'
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
in 1816. His mother, Mrs. A. M. Hal- - third council district; but it certainly inside or controlling nerves. It isn't
Venerable Master.
lett, formerly of Xashville, Tenn., re-- is not so notable an event as the so difficult says Dr. Shoop, to strength- ceived the relic in 1848, as a present unanimous election of Mrs. Montaner en a weak Stomach, Heart, or Kid- - HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
from Mrs. Donelson, wife of Andrew in Taos which has naturally attracted neys, if one goes at it correctly. Each
Secretary.
Jackson Donelson, nephew of "Old wide attention. For many people, fol- - inside organ has its controlling or in- Hickory", with a double page of black lowing the ideas of Senator Beveridge side nerve. When these nerves fail,
B. P. O. E.
bordered stationery, bearing this in- - and others of similar mind, might then those organs must surely falter.
Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Santa
h
scrintion:
suppose that Taos, with its heavy These vital truths are leading
holds its regular session on the sec"Mrs. Donelson's respects to Mrs.
speaking population was not gists everywhere to dispense and rec-s- o ond and fourth
Wednesday of eacn
Hallett, with a small quantity of Anprogressive as San Juan where the ominend Dr. Shoop's Restorative. month. Visiting brothers are invited
his
cut
from
drew Jackson's hair,
English speaking element so largely Test it a few days, and see! Improve-prevail- and welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
Ihead after the battle of Xew Orleans
Besides, such a result in ment will promptly and surely follow. J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
s
for
the
little
with
a
Taos is significant, 'because it is an Sold by Stripling-BurrowCo.
keepsake
together
Secretary.
boys, hoping they are good Demo- important county seat, the largest
town without railroad support in the FIVE HUNDRED COUPLES
crats."
OF
Mrs. Donelson reigned as mistress Territory, and historically is second
of Pythias.
. ' Knights
MARRIED BY JUSTICE.
at the White House during. General only to Santa Fe in importance.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Jackson's term as president, when her
Then the lady herself who received
meeting 1st and 3d
State in the Union and Several Pythias. Regular
husband was his private secretary and this remarkable honor of unanimous Every
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
in Canada RepresentProvinces
confidential advisor.
0. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitelection, was such a peculiarly appro- ed Not a Single Divorce.
Mrs. Hallett died near St .Paul in priate selection that the event was
ing Knight's invited to attend.
1889, when the relic was (handed to even more noticeable.
AUGtST REINGARDT, C. C.
Her ancestry!
her eldest son, who, in turn, passed and connections all nointed her nnt
Spokane, Wash., April 28. John W. JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
it to the Spokane man.
as a natural leader in educational Holman- - called "the marrying justice
FE,
"My father was intimately acquaint- - matters. She is the granddaughter nf of Columbia county," living at Dayed with Andrew Jackson," said Mr. Rev. Antonio Jose Martinet unques- - ton' Wasn- claims an unllue record
TO
Hallett. "He was chairman of the tionably the strongest character here- - in mat amonS the 500 couples united
committee which greeted 'Old Hick- - tofore produced in New Mexico who in marriaSe by him during tfae last
ory' on his return to the Hermitage, for many years conducted the school 20 years were rePresentatives of every
e
several piw
at iasinviiie, atter retiring as presi- - whose teachings were the dominant
cent. My lather was the first man to influence in legislation during a whole inces in Canada, also that so far as
shake hands with the general when generation. He established that school can be learned there have been no
he arrived in Xashville on the steam- - in 1826, in 1835 issued the first news separations by law. His first service
er Buckeye, on which he made the paper published in Xew Mexico and was at the wedding of two couple of
Summer Excursion Rates
SELLING DATES
at about the same period printed the emigrants, while the 430th he performjourney up the Cumberland river."
ed was for their two eldest children.
Mr. Hallett added that he would not first books produced in the
Territory,
"a"
Holman does not claim (his
Justice
the
relic
with
for
a
part
LOS ANGELES
fortune, but Her father. Santiago VabiP w
intends to make some provision for prominent member of both houses of knot is more binding than those tied
SAN
DIEGO,
its preservation after he Is gone, when the legislature, and always a friend by clergymen or magistrate, but he
it probably will go to one of the his- of public education. Her brother, believes the fact that no divorce cases
torical societies in Tennessee. He in David Martinez, living at La Joya, (has have resulted so far indicates there
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
timated, however, it might be present- - represented Kio Arriba and ofhpr is a higher regard for the vows taken
SAN FRANCISCO
1. !
s rl
Ml.,
U1C niflT Ul masiiviue,
nortnern counties for a number of in his home town than elsewihere in
ins t
ira
terms in the house; and her brother the Pacific northwest or In fact anyplace, after his death.
on this continent That he
(Malaquias Martinez, beginning as a where
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
has many warm friends in various
FIND TRACES OF RADIUM
via
One
representative of Tao m,mtv ?
IN MINERAL WELL. house, has served
for five successive parts of the United States and Canada
PORTLAND
or
RETURNING
terms in the council and is vice presi- - is evidenced by stacks of letters and
Leaving Santa Fe 8.45 a. ni.
ArrlvlUK Kl Paso 10,40 D. lu.
I.eavlnsr Kl Haso8.00a. m,
scores of remembrances from people
San
An- - dent of the Spanish-America- n
28.
Antonio,
Texas,
SEATTLE,
April
9.45
Fe
Normal in
Arriving Santa
p. m.
all walks of life, at wHose weddings
or
me
or
water
the
School.
Her
suipnur
aiysis
husband
Is
MonJose
El
Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
Close connections at
Sutherland Springs shows the pres- - taner the editor of the Revista de he officiated.
New
Mexico
in
ence
on
Southern
and
ArizoLa
of radium. The water has long Taos. With such antecedents
Southern
points
and
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
been credited with great curative surroundings, Mrs. Montaner was ap- - SHIPPING FIFTEEN HUNDRED
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
CARS OF ONIONS.
qualities in the case of skin diseases propriately chosen school director on
6, July 2 to 8,, Sept. 1 to
and it is now thought that radium has the first occasion when it was
QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
legal
i been the
San Antonio, Texas, April 28. Over
agent giving it this property, in New Mexico to elect a woman to
T
HP
i Will leave Santa Ke 8 45 a.m.
1500 cars of onions have already been
PORTLAND,
I rAin 111). 4 Arrive at Kansas Olty 5,50 p. m. next day
an educational office.
Arrive at (JhicaKO 8.20 a.m. 2nd day
shipped from southwest Texas onion
L. BRADFORD PRINCE.
SEATTLE,
districts and another 2,000 cars are
E. P. & S W. ani Rock Island trains carry Standard
Santa Fe, April 27, 1910.
TACOMA,
being held in order to give the market
Pjllmia and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
VANCOUVER and
a chance to right itself.
"I used Cascarets and feel like a new FIND ARTESIAN WATER
man.
I
have
been
sufferer
a
from
dysJ.P.LYNG,
VICTORIA B. C.
IN QUITMAN MOUNTAINS.
and sour stomach for the last two
City Freight & Passenger Agent. pepsia I have been
years.
taking medicine and
'San Antonio, Texas.
other drugs, but could find no relief only
April 28.
uuueresuta aua tnouia Know
a snort time, l will recommend Artesian water has been found in fihe
lor
about the wonderful
Dates of Sale, May 28t
The New Mextca.i Printing Com- - Cascarets to my friends as the onlvthine Quitman, mountain
rpeinn a
tMARVELWhirlingSprey
ictif
on
'he new VnelnnI
hand a large supply of for indigestion and sour stomach and to rich in gold, silver Conner lead and
uany has
yrlnec
to June 3rd, July 9th t
Best Jl ost convftnt. it cleanses
"
wuuiuuu. zinc deposits. Heretofore it has been
paus ana taoiets suiiaoie ior 2CDO01
16th.
letantly.
J
t
work, the desk, and also for lawyers "c' "IC
Impossible to work any of these be- Anit Tonr drneirlitforlt.
Mauch
Pa.
&
Chunk,
Harry
Stuckley,
Return Limit, three months from
md merchants; good everywhere. We
the
cause no water could be had. It is K be cannot tupply
aceeDt no
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good,
date of sale. Call on address.
H1RVKL.
Hflnd StamD fur
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
nt.hor.
tint
Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
Do
that
the
H. S, LUTZ, Aent
of
expected
water
will lllnatratnd book Sealed. It I
finding
Telephone No HQ Red
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genSanta Fe, N.M.
Into
lead
the rapid development of the fnll nsrtlanlars andMA
direction!
If you want anything on earth try
uine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
I! VELIO.
valimhle to ladles.
mines.
cur or your money back,
92fi
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
44 East S Street, MEW KO K.
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ASK FOR TICKETS
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East or West
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EUGENE
FOX,
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ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE

FROM

NEW

SANTA

'

MEXICO

-

Stations in British Columbia,
California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

March 1st. to April

I

5th

$35.20

VIA

"V

x

mi-iii-

1

-

$45.20

j

vay

$60.90

:

SOUR STOMACH

S'"

i

Every Woman

FRESH EGGS

CREAM

MILK

$55.00
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ALBUQUERQUE ARTEMUS
WARD HEARD FROM

rotary of your beauro. I would like h brother,' Isaac Foster, at Independ
to get acquainted with the chairman ei'ce, Ore. He was
surprised when
or president of Jour beauro. P. b. ti.ld that
Spokane, a city of 13S,ono,
He Had a Package of Seeds From Again. Say, give my regards to Mr. has been built within 2n miles
of his
Andoors, but tell him I dident vote for shack, since 1S72. He is broken in
Delegate Andrews and Asks Sechim as I have only been here one health, probably as the result of exretary Wilson for More.
year. I used to live in Minnesota posure and lack of ffood while sick
(Washington Star.)
The distribution of free seeds to where Mr. Tawney came from. May- - i(d alone in his shack. Foster owns
fanners and near farmers by members 'be you know him also.'
'It'"! acres of farm land, but only a few
of Congress, through the department,
acres are under cultivation as an or-of agriculture, brings replies of var- MASONIC OFFICIALS
r.rd and truck garden, the rest be- AT EAST LAS VEGAS. i ig as nature left it. He made it a
ious kinds to the department. Among
the latest contributions
by embryo
preserve fur game birds and other wild
farmers received by Secretary 'Wilson Hon. Nathan Jaffa and Salomon Spitz tilings and guarded it earefullv a"ainst
is the folio wins:
it vasion by hunters. He raised waterSpend Day in Meadow City to
Form Class for Renuion.
X.
lOten.
13,
M.,
"Alburquerque,
April
melons, vegetables and tobacco for

-

A.

T)r f

f

Ms own use and sold enough

Jay Wilson,

A good Home Comfort range
for
sale at oi.ee; $2.".; ZZZ W. Manhattan

Grows Hair

c

"Mister

cidsMj

mi lux.

Ave.

and we can

Kxperienced bookkeeper and general
Z Xew
Mexican.

PROVE IT!
f

to pay

3!

-

office woman desires position.

The Great DAMKIRINF, Never i.. TO RICXT A v(;!l furnished
jrH-with use of
.. Lady
Fails to Produce the
!Vnvd.
Inquire a' office.
Desired Results.

,

front
pr

j

tr::es. His friends were Indians from,
"Sekretary Beauro Agriculture,
(I.as Vegas Optic.)
the Ooeur d'Ah ne reservation and
and
23.
liair
"Washington, D. c.
JT rrilifns and inMrorates;
SALK Phaeton in gwd repair
Monday,
May
Beginning
1
"Deer Mister Wilson Esquir,
glands ami tissues (,f tht- s alp. and newly j.aint'd. Price $::".0b. Wilcontinuing for three days the Ancient boys from the surrounding country,
"Several days ago i was obliged to and Accepted Scottish Rite of Free His chief diversion was playing war-resulting In a continuous and liams & Rising, San Francisco street.
Z
reseeve a package of seeds thru the Masonry of the Valley of Santa Fe time tunes on a battered violin with a
increasing growth of the hair.
male. Thay was delivered 2 me by and the Orient, of New Mexico will single string
.STOLKX
Centh inan's Princeton
l
are
l."i;t
in iri'in ni:4tiv
the man that wears the gray suit who hold its fourth annual reunion in
arls
Coaster
brake
bicvcle
from residence.
.1
li.i: (oi::jtrv stiiii;i;
wroks for mister Hopkins the post-- ; Santa Fe At that time the degrees HAVE INSURGENTS BEEN
Return and receive reward.
tin
t:i tirc.wtli i.f lu.i In
Carl A.
lliat wen;
"FLIMFLAMED" WITH DEMOS.
master, so mi wife said. She was busy of the rite from the fourth to the
!..
Pishop.
i.i';, fmm I'.roiiki-- n wrli.s:
with the washen and the children
will be conferred uon
A:i"r
lurt Irtu! t:iv l;:i:r
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
l.m:i!.MiR.i
when the man cn the gray suit kame jMaster Masons from all parts of New Senator Rayner Asks Them to Join
,'h.w Iwv.- a ..,vw h,.,i
ii.ur. vitv lifHVv and o tr
ami
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
ne Democratic Party or Stop
to the house. There wassent enny Mexico. It is expected that the reunion
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
be attended by a large number)
stamps on the pakage, but mister
Coquetting,
Dsn nne ;,iimul;ites
sci.!.
Michael, Real Estate.
droos name was on the koruer. I sup-- of the Scottish Rite Masons as well
r, fit v.
i '
nu'ikrs it
;ind keens it sn.
?
s
1).
pose you know who mister Androos is, jas by the candidates. Las Vegas
2S.
"Are
ashington,
It is t!u;
C, April
greatest f,ra!: tnviqor.'itor
CIGAR S.ALESMAX WAXTEDEx.
to send a number of candidates the insurgents in earnest or have they
knuvn. !; i:; n u holcsdmp
everybody here knows him. Some
peri'-necall him bull, especially the Demo-- and members of the rite.
fur both
unnecessary. Sell our brands
hair and
LVcn
just been flirting and coquetting with
a small bottle of it will put to the rettail trade. Rig pay. Write
krates, and the morning journel. Jale,
Territorial Secretary Xathan Jaffa
more cenuinc Isfe in jour for lull particulars at once. Globe
who lives next doore says Androos of
Senator Rayner of Maryland, in
ganta Fe, Wise Master of Aztlan
hair than a gallon of nny Cigar Co.. Cleveland, O.
sent the seeds to me because he is Chapter Rose Croix Xo. 1, which will mock seriousness, asked this question
other
liair tonic ever made.
Dellegate in Congress and thinges i confer the degrees from the fifteenth and others even more pointed, in a
S
It shows results from the
. ,f
'
FOR RE XT In most delightful
votted for him last winter. Ifhefor-tpart
very start.
thp eighteenth, accompanied
by speech he delivered in the Senate
of city,
house with
got to put the stamps on the seeds i Salomon Spitz, of the same city, also on the administration railroad bill. He
uv on su'r at evrrv uru and
t
new bath, electric lights,
cellar;
will pay mistr Hopkins what is rite, a
"t st"re in Uip kind
ofTicial in the Scottish Rite. sai(l that the Democrats wanted no
acre of rich
telephone,
and
COG
necause i tiKea tne seeus.
garden,
instir-combinations
with
25C,
the
iare in Las Vegas today making up a "tore
$1.00
young
small
orchard,
fruits,
Had Jake to Assist Him.
(class of candidates from the local Ma- - "eilts or preliminary skirmishes, but
C
city and aeequia water, yards for 200
o
I Bw ItnmlcrmeactK.wv
l
"I got Jake to help me read thejsons ni extending a special invita- - "1ilt tho
recalcitatit
Republicans!
" M'n,';l lri!c
fm'
Cat
hens, stable for horse and cow, room
notis on the pakage, and he says i tion to the Scottish Rite Masons to would be welcomed into Democratic
liy ruiiirniiialltiianyoni'wliu
'V
for carpenter shop. Address L., Xew
"'nils this free coupon totiif
ranks if they only would enlist and
should report to you what i do with attend the reunion
Knotflton Oandenne Co. Chicago
Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
take their feelings with them.
the seeds. Well now i report. Last
!t!i tholrnimie ami aililn".
Mr Jaffa
mmion
- in
ypar ' I
a;nt
or
b!:iti;ji-out
to
went
when
wife
on
the
that
almost all premy
Sunday
(i'r
ointing
io iav pohtiiL'f
js expected t0 be the most success
To more thoroughly introduce our
.lerman Luthenn Church, l started in ful the rite has ever held. Interest Jiminary moves on various measures
choicest garden seeds we offer 10 full
to plant the seeds, i only got a hack
before the present Congress, the insuramong the members, he says, is greatfive cents packages for 10c, postage
gents and Democrats have stood to- SPOKANE IS RAISING
lot, 25x75 foot, and my chickens take er than usual and Santa Fe is
LABOR NEVER AS
preparpaid:
Mr.
most
"when
of the room (one of them is ing to entertain its
up
Rayner said that
gether,
$21O,0C0 BY SUBSCRIPTION.
Giant Russian Sunflower
SCARCE AS AT PRESENT.
guests royally.
5o
the final vote is taken upon the bill,
sick) so i put the karrots and the rad
1 Mammoth Flat
The
of
work
will
Dutch
conferring
degrees
Cabbage.
seem
to
ish in a little patch 4xfi foot, i dug up
leisurely
they
stray away
asure header
Tc
Young Men's
Christian
Association Big Demand in the Northwest and Orthe ground first, and there was a lot of begin at 1:30 o'clock an the after- from us."
1 Black Spanish Winter Radish
ders for Men Placed With Emnoon of May 23 and will continue tinWants
5c
to
$90,000
Cancel
he
.Now,
said, the nuestion is
green glass bottles, ashes, etcetera,
1 Cuban Queen Watermelon
thirty-sec-5c
ployment Agencies.
wh.lt do vom. fl.iellds mean? Are they
and so forth, but my neighbor Jake!"1 Wednesday when the
1 Rest
r,c
be
will
ond
Sugar
Parsnip
given
degree
in
or
are they simply flirting
earnest
says that is good ground to plant the
Spokane, Wash., April 2S. Farmers 1 Purple Top Globe Turnip
5c
anta ie Masons are planning the and coquetting with us? Is it merely
seeds in. What 'do you think? He
2S.
Three in various
Spokane, Wash., April
r)C
parts of eastern Washing- 1 Acme Late Tomato
said i ought to nut some manur on the erection of a magnificent temple. a temporary engagement, or is it a whirlwind campaigns, to raise $210,-i)ton,
who
have
orders with local 1 Hubbard Squash
5c
placed
vant'lans
been
have
drawn
the
and
love
feast?
I
so
manur
from
took
the
for
permanent
ground to,
work, are in prog1 Rocky Ford Cantaloupe.
"In the senior senator from Indiana ress in Spokane and the leaders of the agencies for upward of 1,000 men,
the chicken house and mixed it with ous Masonic bodies own a well lo- was
that
labor
so
never
5c
scarce
as
the glass, ashes, etcetera and so forth, Lueu pioi. ol giouim on vvuiun il is ior instance, emnracing us simply tor movements sav there is everv indica- 1 Golden
at
Self
More
5c
land
cultipresent.
Bleaching
is
under
Celery
Mr.
l)p
moJaffa says prepara- ,the ecstacy and transport of the
erected.
I dident have enny more room. If you it0
tdon that the full amount required will
vation this year than ever before and
want me to try more room i will have itk)s fo1' the construction of the ment ,or is he willing to unite with us jbs pledged before the end of the first
thousands of acres in the valleys are
50c
to leese more ground for youre seeds, jhuilding are going on and it is prob- .in the bonds of holy political wedlock? week in May. The money, payable up- This excellent assortment valued at
being planted to fruits. The farmers
not. De many months 1 would like to know from him what on condition that the total fund is
mat
doie
will
it
"Jake, he is my neighbor, he says
half dollar for 10c.
actual work will begin.
his future intentions are. Whenever .scribed, is for the following purposes: are offering from $2.50 to $2.75 a day
that Mr. Androos and the men who beWith every order our 50 page catafor
laborers
and
$40 a month with
The Santa Fe consistory is the head we have voted with him I have noticed
Spokane Young Men's Christian As board and room for
long to Congress, want to nut a krimn
sent free. If you will send with
logue
hands,
regular
$90,000 to cancel a
in what thev call the beef trust and iof the Scottish Rite for Xew Mexico. he cast a radiant smile that is full of isociation
while the canal companies in the irri your order names of five of your
our
in
is
this
but
!sage and pay floating indebtedness;
is known as Xew Mexico Consistory
direction,
want the people to rase vegetables,
districts pay $2.50 a day. The friends who would be interested, we
merely the symptom of a momentary the amounts subscribed to be paid in gated
and that is the reason they send them j1'0will send you a package
enormous amount of railroad const
of flower
or
is
it
of
token
the
passion
perma- 12 quarterly installments, beginning
seeds. I dont care, I much obliged for
seeds
for
name.
each
in
work
Idaho,
Washington.
nent affection?
June 30.
the seeds as I can use the karats in
E. W. FEE,
Any lady reader of this paper will
Montana and British Columbia
'I do not know how the rest of my
$70,-Committee
Greater
Spokane
the soup when they grow.
on
receive,
W.
request, a clever
Lead Ave.,
I am
becoming 000, to carrv on the work of the Spo- f!nffpe Strainer finimnn nri,,;. colleagues feel, but
X. M.
as
market
a
"Well, as-- was saying i planted the
and
result
Albuquerque,
the
is
supplv
w
lu"u'e
kane. Chamber of Commerce during'
a
seeds, and about that time my wife lege, from Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. '"e.ttlJto be u"'"s
to
Educed
The
ice
minimum.
po
rejected and deserted when 1910, organize an association of com- she kame home from Church and Tt is Silver nlntoH vovr nroftw nnd only
moment arrives. When 1 mercial clubs in the Inland Empire Jord'numerous towns in the district have
the
s,'J,reme
all
positively
tea
prevents
wanted to rase a row about planting
ers to arrest
r
dripping of
travelers, of- lu ,1L,
,u,l:
ulti '"'and guarantee the Xational
Apple fering them the alternative of
the seeds on Sunday. Xow there is or coffee. The Doctor sends it,
and
going
from
dashing insurgents
Show and the Dry Farming Congress to
his new free book on "Health Coffee" trepid
work on farms at regular wages or
nothing- on the directions that say
I am thrilled with the rehearsal and
Iowa,
International Dry Farming ExpoATTORNEYS AT LAW.
they couldnt he planted on Sunday. simply to introduce this clever sub- of the crimes of the Republic party. I
doing stunts on the chain gang as prissition the coming autumn.
After I got the seeds planted, and my stitute for real coffee, rir Rh nnns knew
oners.
In
some
towns
eastern
in
il al1 alom5 1)efore tnP' t0,tl Spokane College $50,000, for
wife she went into the house mad, a Health Coffee is gaining its great pop- me
CATRON & CATRON
Washington
idle men
but the' have reeited it with such
because
and beautifying the grounds have been many
of:
first
its
u'arity
exquisite
sandstorm came along and blew some
and Counsellors-at-Larounded
Attorneys
and
into
sent
up
taste and flavor; second, its absolute dramatic favor and with such
and extension of the work of the insti-- j the
of the seeds over in Jake's yard, hes
Office:
Catron Block
country.
its'
the
blood
inS details, that
tutton.
indignant
third,
economy
Santa Fe,
Xew Mexic
my neighbor. Xow if those seeds that
nas
and
my
through
veins,
its
convenience.
surged
they Two hundred business and profes25c; fourth,
blew over into his yard grow up can No
Foley's
cure
will
Kidney
Remedy
tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling, have my profoundest sympathy for
Chas. R. Easley.
i go over in his yard and get the karcase of kidney and b adder troub Chas. F. Easley,
.
in a minute", says Dr. Shoop. longing to a party that is governed by ers. mine and sawmill operators, bon- - any
,
Fe.
Santa
Estancia.
rots and radishes without gettin' into
ic uuc ueuuu me reacn or medicine.
Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant such demoralizing influences."
nanza wheat farmers and orchardists Xo
EASLEY & EASLEY,
medicine
can
trouble?
do
more.
Sold by
Mr. Rayner formally invited the in- - and merchants,
surprise. Frank Andrews.
Attorneys at Law.
engaged in the cans
Co.
"You ask youre lawyer about this,
surgents to come into the Democratic vass for funds, report they are meet;
RENEHAN & DAVIE S
bekause It don't say anthing on the 500,000 POUNDS OF
camp.
and supA. B. Renehan
ing with hearty
E. P. DauiM
directions about this. I dident have
COFFEE FOR MINING CAMP.I "We offer you a party that is per- - port on all sides. The subscriptions FOUR MILLION DOLLARS
Attorneys-at-LaFOR IRRIGATION PROJECT.
any hose to water the ground with, so
fectly pure and that has passed
range from $2,000 to $12.
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
jest poured the water on the ground.
Per Year yond the stage of temptation," he said.
Cups Per Capita
Convassers in the
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
trict
More Than Sixty Thousand Acres to
The next day, I stood the man at the
Was the Consumption in Coeur
i"We want you and want you badly."
campaign for the Young Men's Chris- Office in Catron Block.
specialty.
hardware store off for 25 foot of hose,
Be Reclaimed in Central
i nrougn many
a'Aiene iviinmg District.
sleepless nights, Mr. ;tian Association received $33,000 in
Santa
Fe
New Mexico
to water the seeds with, it kame to
Rayner said, he had thought over 'pledges at their opening noon-daWashington.
28
$3.50.
Coeur this proposition. Also he had been of iuncheon, while the Greater Spokane
Spokane, Wash., April
Say, if the seeds dont grow up,
G. W. PRICHARD
will your beauro pay the hardware d'Alene mining district
in northern the. opinion that the Democrats might Committee
Spokane, Wash., April 28. United
reported between $31,000
Attorney and Consellor-at-Laman thit $3.50, being we are partners Idaho, where between 38 and 40 per themselves solve the problem by
and $32,000 in subscriptions at a pub- States Senator Wesley L. Jones has
Practice in all the District Courts
of the total lead output of the jnff over to the insurgents, but their lic
and I doing the work. When the seeds
banquet in the Hall of the Doges, advised the irrigation committee of and gives special attention to cases
United
is
States
start to come up, if Jake's pigeons
produced annually .inexperience in connection with the
where Charles M. Fassett, president the Spokane Chamber of Commerce before the Territorial
Supreme Court
to millions of dollars worth ' road rate bill (had not been such they of the chamber of commerce,
dont eat them all up in the meantime,
presided. that the government high line project Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
of
and
other
i will let you know what
silver, gold, copper
cou( prsue such a COUrse with
Several substantial subscriptions have in the Kittitas district, in central
they look
required 500,000 pounds of cof- - sVance of safety
like.
also
been received for Spokane Col- - Washington, will cost $3,937,000 for
E. C. ABBOTT
fee and 50,000 pounds of tea to sup-- ,
It will be called," he. said, "that lege.
a system covering 62,000 acres, accordSweet Corn in Chicken Yard.
Attorney-at-Laply table beverages for its population in 1h rpprlt Hohto ,,,,.. tho ,.,,
"About the sweet korn I planted estimated
ing to an estimate by the board of enPractice in the District and Su1
at
we
r
Roosevelt,
that in the chiken yard, as I dident months ended 15,000, 15.during theA. Al- ship of
is no cough medicine so
There
The
gineers.
cost
of
the
diversion
Courts. Prompt and careful
preme
James
April
joined hands with the insurgent forces
have enny more room. The chikens len of
as Foley's Honey and Tar. It works is estimated at $3,100,000 and attention given to all business.
Wallace, who made the com- of the
are staying away from it. Say, is
Republican
party. The last never fails to cure coughs, colds, the storage system at $837,000. It is Santa Fe,
New Mexico
of cofpilation, says the
words the
said to me, croup and bronchitis.
Sold by
there anything the matter with that fee was 33 poundsconsumption
expected that action will be taken
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
or between 1,460
when we were
over the
Co.
korn bekause the chikens stay away. and 1,500 cups
after the chief engineer has conferred
Attorneys-at-Laper
during the critical situation conferring
were 'Xow don't give
I always thought that chikens liked year, in addition tocapita
with engineers on the ground.
The
Practice in the District Courts as
three and
the ship.'
sweet korn as well as that which you
BUILT HOME OF
committee has also received advices well as before the
pounds of tea. Miners in the up
Supreme Court of
WORSHIP IN THREE DAYS. from Toppenish, Wash., that reports the
huy at the store. 1 planted five of Coeur d'Alene district nrp amnnf the! "Mr. President, I took his advice
territory.
them kirnels together by themselves, best paid workmen in the northwest and did not Sve ul' the ship' but the
submitted at a meeting of the Yakima Las Cruces. - . . Xew Mexico
jest as you said on the pakage, but and thev spend their money freelv for sh,P ave me "P- The niSht before Bishop G. H. Reed and Five Pastors High Lane Association show a new
of Congregational Church
they dont show up yet. What you the comforts of life. The increase in the vote was taken the President was
project, from 120 to 140 miles, covering
C. W. G. WARD
Break Union Rules.
250,000 acres in the Yakima valley, is
think mister Wilson. I got the best the cost of living, which agitated other 0,lt in a life boat with the senior
Territorial District Attorney
feasible from ensHneprino- anA finnn. For San
of the man that owns the place where
of tlie country last" winter and ator from Rhde Island and the junior
Miguel and Mora Counties
When
Spokane, Wash., April 2S. Bishop c;al standpoints. Chief Eflsrineer An- - Las
I live, bekause he has got to pay the this spring, caused little discussion, senator from Massachusetts.
New Mexico
Vegas,
water rent for watering yure korn. He another sign of prosperity being that the vote was taken we discovered that G. H. Reed and five pastors of Congre- - derson says an amnle water sunr.lv
'
dont know I planted the korn. If he the banks have larger deposits today uPn the evening before the President gational churches in Spokane have wi!1 be available, whether the canal is
EDWARD C. WADE
finds out and makes me pay extra for than ever before in the history of the nd ordered these two sturdy sailors just completed a house of worship at! built by the reclamation service or by
Attorney-at-Lato man the life boat, and before he Lincoln Heights, boasting they did the pnvate
the water for the korn, I might have district.
capital.
in the Supreme and DisPractices
to get you to help me out as the Shops
stepped into it, he had scuttled the work in less time than was required
trict
Courts
of the Territory, in the
ship and made for the shore in the by Noah to build the ark, as they
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
where I work only run six hours in HERMIT TAKES HIS
Probate Court and before the TJ. S.
FIRST RAILROAD JOURNEY. company of
these
The restorative power of sound
the summer and I will be on short
distinguished finished the job in three days. The
General and TJ. S. Land
structure is 25 by 10
mariners.
cubits in di- - sleep can not be over estimated and Surveyor
time. When the korn starts to grow,
Offices.
- Intensions
12
Of
comwe
of
cubits
want
in
138,000
more
don't
and
City
"Xow,
Miles
Within Twenty
if the chikens ain't still skaired of it
height.
any
any ailment that prevents it is a men- Las Cruces .
Xew Mexico
of His Shack, Built Unbinations like these. We want the
several of the pastors are ace to health. J. L. Southers, Eau
i will let you know how it does.
to
on
beknown
will!
come
their
to
we
thumbs
to
us and
Him.
surgents
wearing bandages
Wants More.
Claire, Wis., says: "For a long time
WILLIAM McKEAN
Let and knees as the result of coming into I have been unable to
pilot them to a safe delivery.
"Say, Mr. Wilson, have you got any
Attorney-at-Lasoundly
sleep
Spokane, Wash., April 28. Robert the senior senator from Indiana not close contact with hammer and saw, nights, because of pains across my
more seeds, bekause my wife wants
and Land Law.
Mining
me to plant some flowers in the win- Foster, who has been Hying as a her- - stop with administering a circuitous but Rev. H, Edward Mills, pastor of back and soreness of my kidneys. My Taos
Xew Mexico
niit
ulow
near
the
beneath
is
mere
is
for
the
Fairfield, Wash., since 187.1,
Plymouth church,
belt; that
dows. Doctor Chamberlain our dentist
was very poor and my genauthority
appetite
got some seeds and he aint got enny when he came to Spokane county from mutiny; that is not rebellion; that is statement that polite language was eral condition was much run down. I
W. A. FLEMING JONES
used throughout the building period, have been
house, but he said as he was goins to Ohio, took his first railroad journey magnificent, but it is not war
Bonds and Investments
Pills
Foley's
taking
Kidney
though he says one of the1
run in the city election he might need several days ago, going to the home of
but a short time and now sleep as
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Read the pain formula on the hox of
recited biblical generalogy sound as a rock. I eat and
them. How do you like niy typewriter.
enjoy my Judicial District of New Mexico.
Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask vour from the first book of the Chronicles meals, and
I think it is very good as I bought it
my
condition
is Eastern and local bank references.
general
Doctor if there is a better one. Pain,as a substitute for other phrases. Be-- ,
on the installment plan and belong
I can honestly Las Cruces
improved.
greatly
Xew Mexico
'
means
congestion blood pressure sides those named the pastors donning recommend
to the correspondence school. Good
Pills as I
Foley's,
Kidnely
somewhere.
Pain!
Dr.
blue
Pink
overalls
Shoop's
and jumpers were Rev. know they have cured me." Sold by
hye, until I report again.
R. W. WITTMAN
Tablets check head pains, womanly ;J. L. Keene of Hillyard, Rev. W. S.
"Yours truley,
Co.
Draftsman
pains, pain anywhere. Try one, and Pritchard of Corbin Park, Rev D E
Copies furnished of records on file
see! 20 for 25c. Sold by Stripling-- ; Wilson of Lidgerwood and Harold E.
If you are in" need of anything, try In the U. S. Surveyor General's Office '
"P. S. Jake said you was the Sec- Burrows Co.
Anderson, district missionary .
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Santa Fe,
xew jiexlce
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X

This action is regarded as further guages, we cannot study any of them
to the county jail to await sentence
criminal
of Henry Cabot Lodge's sufficiently well, and there are but few
repudiation
of
the
conclusion
at the
unscrupulous dictation in Massachu- - persons who can ever boast a com- docket.
,
setts affairs, and another step in the plete mastery of their
Music Lovers Should Attend High
On
him.
to
the
other
unseat
hand, languages cannot
School Concert All Santa Feans who attempt
forty-siof
makes
the
toward
This
of
progress
perfection, and we
thirty
the
teaching
are interested in
music in the city schools should at- states in the union favoring the con- are often obliged, even when speaking
tend the concert given tomorrow eve- stitutian change, just one less than our own language, to borrow words
s
majority which would and expressions from foreigners or to
ning by the High School Glee Club. the
Thev will not only have the pleasure compel Congress to submit the ques-- , express our thoughts inexactly."
of listening to a pleasing program but, tion. to the various state legislatures;
PROMINENT MANUFACTURER
will also be encouraging the members or to constitutional conventions.
s
KILLED IN FOLDING BED.
of the j
Ratification in
of the organization in their musical
of these two
studies. The club has no funds avail- - states by whichever
able for purchasing of extra music ex-- j means is designated by Congress' Lee, Mass., April 28. Wellington
cept from the proceeds ot tnese en- - .would change the constitution and put bmitn, or. this town, tormer president
tertainments. Tne admission charged .'the senators under the votT, not the of the American Paper Manufactur-Princis so small as to be within the reach iiesislative hoss.
:er's Association, was killed in Xew
cents lor adults ana
of all twenty-hvThe reform is of paramount import- - York by the closing of a folding bed.
if teen cents lor cnitaren.
ance in a half, dozen other states, and Smith was a prominent manufactur-i- t
is believed the amendment advo- - e.
cates will soon have their required
CARLSBAD WATER USERS
BRYAN'S DIVORCED DAUGHTER
COMPLETED FIRST PAYMENT. strength.
mother-tongue-

x
Ladies Aid Meeting The Ladies
meet
will
Aid of the Methodist church
tomorrow, Friday, with Mrs. Aiccar-!- j
ley, at 2:30 p. ni.
Santa Fe Trains Santa Fe train
Xo. 3 from the east rolled into the city
half an hour ahead of time today, but
three-fourthij Xo. 10 from the west and south arriv- ed about two hours late.
'j
Fifteen Club The Fifteen Club will
meet tomorrow afternoong at 2:30
o
o'clock sharp with Mrs. L. Bradford
nn Fiast Painrp avenue. Mem- bers and guests are requested to be
present on time.
All the Details -- "I'll bet the census
"Told
for this locality is complete."
the enumerator all about yourself,
WILL MARRY SECOND TIME.
eh?" "Yes, and I also gave him a lot
is Less CORNER STONE TO BE
London, April 28. The engagement
of inside information about the neigh- Proportion of Delinquents
LAID WITH CEREMONY. is announced of Lieutenant Reginald
Than in Any Other Irrigation
bors."
in
District
Ulthan Owen, of the royal engineers
Country.
asSaturday is the Last Day On
Windmill City and Luna County With stationed at Jamaica, to Ruth Bryan,
sessment schedules filed after Satur- It Will Celebrate the Event
Carlsbad, X. M., April 28 The
(daughter of William J. Bryan, who
Flttm9,v- has
in
sbad
county
Eddy
Project
formerly was Mrs. W. H. Leavitt.
Trinidad
Assessor
added
will
be
by
ty
10 me uimcu
nrst
made
its
payment,
Aland. Therefore do not delay makDeming, X. M., April 28. The "ard
States in repayment of the money exDAVCDC
ing out yuor assessment for this year.
directors of the chamber of com-- j INU 1 ILL 1U 1 AA i A I LK3.
of
in constructing
irrigation
pended
secre-met
office
merce
at
Riders
of
the
the
If works. For the last five months there
j
After April 30, 1910, a penalty of
Private Car For Rough
a large body of Rough Riders go from has been much talk up and down the tary. The entertainment committee 95 per cent will be added to your
was instructed to proceed with the
Xew Mexico to Xew York to welcome
for failing to make yonr return.
valley that the water users under the
rangements for the proper celebration 3ee that your property is listed.
Theodore home, it was suggested by a
the
to
meet
unable
be
would
project
TRINIDAD ALARID,
Rough Rider todav that a car be char- - navmpTit tn be made this snring. The of the laying of the corner stone of the
Assessor.
tered not only to save money but. to water users however nave met their Luna county court house. It is in
be long
Still, dues with very few exceptions.
make the trip more enjoyable.
The tended that this day shall
if a rate of one fare plus $2 can be proOF
CONNECTICUT
proportion of delinquents is less than j
tfil, to nrn. STATEMENT
rnmmittp
cured, the chartering of a car, it is fnmiri in nnv irrigation district. The
CO. OF HARTINSURANCE
FIRE
a
ceed with the preparation of
book
pointed out, would prooaoiy De jum. a farmers have gone to work with a will let
FORD.
Luna county and have
concerning
expensive.
and spring work is much further along OT1 tv,oanH nnSc
v,Q a
r!nt.
January 1, 1910.
Good Audience is Expected- -If
the at this tirae of the year than usual. A ed for distribution. The bonds of Cash Capital
f 1,000,000.00
advance sale of tickets may be taken very
3,834,754.74
Reserve
for
were
large acreage ot couon nas
and
treasurer
.fixed
secretary
as a criterion, there will be a good
About 372 acres of cante- - at $1 000 each
was decided that All outstanding claims .. 331,100.70
planted.
It
sized audience at the concert to be
1,790,360.05
loupes have been planted. Many of Bour or the regUlar meetings here-th- e Net Surplus
given tomorrow evening under the
farmers are planting short season ater sh0l,id be 1:30 p. m., and other
auspices of the High School Glee Club. crops like millet that may be removed routine business was transacted,
Total Assets
,..$6,956,215.49
It's for a worthy cause and no one in time to
Germania
Fire Insurance Co. of New
alfalfa
into
the
land,
plant
Aikeu
Tom
hun.
tlle
tllree
D0Ught
should begrudge the small price of adYork.
this fall. It is probable that three jd(1 .A
mission charged. Several well known tn
Cash Capital
$1,000,000.00
four thousand acres of alfalfa will tj- musicians will take part in the con3,266,2S9.20
season. Considerable 'fihere is one reservoir on this ranch Premium reserve
this
be
planted
cert in addition to the high school
losses
other
Reserve
for
and
:
cultiva-new land is being brought into
that contains ten thousand gold fish claims .
'
students.
2S7.620.92
tion this season and before the irriga- - and rhanni rat.
Ice and Snow in South President
Net
2,008,419.02
surplus
1910
closes practically
e. H.
tion season of
of the Rio Mimbres
1 J. V. Xorment, of the Capital City all of the 20,000 acres admitted to irrigationBickford,
Co., returned from
Lake , Total Assets
$6,562,329.14
bank, has received a letter from his water will be using water. Immigra-- : Valley today.
I
friends in Mississippi where he for- tion continues,
Surplus to policy holders $3,008,419.02
though not as heavy:
National
Ins. Co. of
j Northwestern
merly lived telling him that they have as a year ago, but the new men are all
ESPERANTISTS FORM CLUB.
Milwaukee.
j
seen ice there two inches thick and substantial farmers that go at the
Cash Capital
$1,000,000.08
plenty of snow with it. The cold work of development intelligently.
(Continued From Page One.)
reserve
3,003,111. OS
weather has played havoc with the
losses
129,402.80
Unpaid
cotton, it is said, and Mr. Norment is ONLY ONE MORE
Iternationai character would be writ- All other liabilities
91,642.16
somewhat worried about the situation
STATE IS NEEDED, .ten in it in the first instance.
1,310,837.36
Surplus
no Tir
itv- - rtTi.v.
11
113 julo ui l'liiu uvj
tio
'The Chinese wall dividing literaAdolfo Gallegos Pleads
Guilty ,To Change the Federal Constitution in tures would disappear, and the works
Total Assets
$5,534,993.40
When court convened at Albuquerque
Favor of Senators by Pop
'of other nations would be as rapidly Continental Fire Insurance Co. of New
j
ular Vote.
yesterday afternoon, Adolfo Gallegos,
intelligible to us as those of our own
York.
held in the county jail under an in- authors. Books being the same for Total Assets
$22,332,787.04
idictment charging him with the lar-- Boston, Mass., April 28. The Mass- - everyone education, ideals, convic- - Total liabilities
8,2S7,908.40
iceny of a small amount of goods, asked achusetts house voted in favor of an tions, aims, would be the same too,
the court for permission to enter a amendment to the federal constitu-- , and all nations would be united in Surplus to policy holders $14,044,878.64
plea of guilty to the indictment. He tion providing for election of United common brotherhood. Being compell-Swa- s
Companies represented by
MRS. L. A. HARVEY,
brought into court and the plea States senators by direct vote of the ed as we are now, to devote our time
to the study of several different lanentered, after which he was returned i people. The vote was 109 to 9S.
Santa Fe, N. M.
two-third-
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ar-tax-
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EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

COAL YARD

&

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds

of building material.
YRDONT HICKOX STREET,
NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

NEAR
DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100
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BE DISTINGUISHED FOR YOUR
IN ANY COMPANY YOU'RE SEEN IN, IF WE PUT
the clothes on you. We have the styles here that you want; they're
WELL-DRESSE-

YOU'LL

D

such clothes as you don't find any wheree'se in this town. They're made exclu
sively for us by HART SCHAFFWER & MARX
and that's all the argument you ought to need. These
are about the only clothes now that you can depend
and that's important to
on to be strictly
you to know if you consider it important to get value
for your money.
all-woo-

l;

in your
We advise you to be sure of
clothes; we're pretty certain if you once determine
that you must have that quality, you'll come to us
for your clothes.
all-wo-

ol

New Fairies, Models, Patterns in Spring Overcoats & Saits

This new season is a lively one in the variety of
weaves and patterns we can offer you. Grays seem
to lead; plain grays, checks, stripes; plaids, all sorts of
mixtures; also many new browns and tans, and a big
range of good blues in all patterns. You'll find something good to fit your taste and your ideas of style.
The Spring overcoats are also exceptionally interesting. We have many new models to choose from;
some very smirt new fabrics that will please you.
SUITS, $20 to $50 OVERCOATS $16.50 to $40.

We ought to tell you something more about our new hats for Spring;
some new blocks that make taste-an- d
heaoMitting easier than ever.
In fine neckwear also the variety is almost bewildering; the only man
who can't find neckwear to suit him in our stock is the man who doesn't
wear a necktie at all.
Pine shirts, fine hosiery, gloves
Spring and Summer underwear;
we cm supply any man with the
things he wears, as tine as you
want.

This store is the home of Hart
Schaffner & Marx clothes.
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